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Executive Summary (1 of 2) 

• ERAM is almost a year behind schedule for key site Operational Readiness 
Demonstration (ORO), with issues stemming from: 
- Deficiencies in project oversight, stakeholder coordination, and resource 

commitments 

- Software inadequacy for continuous operational use 

• No specific issues were identified with the ERAM architecture 
- Fault tolerance and fault recovery mechanisms are generally robust 

- No problems were identified with respect to meeting ERAM system performance 
requirements, albeit with limited operational exposure 

- Concerns exist about stability of individual software components based on recent 
Problem Reports (PRs) and regression test results 

• Scheduled In-Service Decision (ISO) date appears at risk; FAA is increasing 
ERAM operational exposure at key sites to drive down risk 
- ERAM software is maturing, but PR find/fix rates have yet to converge 

• Final site ORO date is unrealistic 
- No key site continuous operations from which to anchor a starting point 

- Waterfall site preparation, although already underway, will require more time than 
currently allocated. Additional time will be necessary to accommodate the impact 
of site-specific operational differences on software testing/release 
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Annotations: Executive Summary (1 of 2) 

The ERAM program is being implemented to replace five automation systems used by air traffic controllers at each of the 
20 CONUS Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCCs). ERAM will provide an open software architecture and modular 
subsystems from which improved functionality and performance can be gained to handle expected growth in air 
transportation system demand. Specifically, ERAM will provide a portion of the needed NAS infrastructure to support 
NextGen. 

Although FAA Government Acceptance (GA) of ERAM at the William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) and all 20 
sites was achieved on or ahead of schedule, the program is almost a year behind schedule for achieving key site ORO, 
with issues stemming from deficiencies in project oversight, stakeholder coordination, and resource commitments, and 
from insufficient discovery of software problems in ERAM's operational test environment, resulting in releases of software 
at key sites that have not been ready for sustained operational use. Achieving continuous operations at the key sites has 
been difficult due to the number and frequency of operational workarounds controllers and operational support personnel 
encounter while exercising the system. 

The Independent Assessment Team (IAT) has not identified any specific issues with the ERAM system architecture 
related to performance against system requirements, although limited operational exposure may be masking problems. 
ERAM fault tolerance and fault recovery features appear to be robust and are being exercised at key site operational 
runs. The IAT continues to have concerns about the stability of individual system software components based on recent 
PRs and regression test results. 

The scheduled ISO date appears to be at risk. Specifically, the ERAM software is maturing, but the PR find/fix rates 
have yet to converge, increasing the PR backlog. Meanwhile, the FAA is increasing ERAM operational exposure at the 
key sites to increase discovery and drive down risk. 

The schedule for final site ORO is unrealistic given that no key site has yet achieved sustained operations to serve as a 
waterfall starting point, waterfall site preparation has an insufficient time budget, the expected impact of Independent 
Operational Test and Evaluation (IOT&E) results and site operational uniqueness on software testing/releases has not 
been sufficiently factored into the schedule, and time-of-year constraints on site operations have not been consistently 
addressed. 
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~,~ Executive Summary (2 of 2) ti",,,, ... 1 

• Independent Assessment Team (IAT) conducted four analyses to gauge 
schedule and cost viability of the FAA's ERAM Program Corrective Action 
Plan. Based on these analyses: 

- Last site ORO date of August 2014 predicted from a range of possibilities between January 2013 
and March 2016, based on a specific waterfall planning methodology recommended by the IAT 

- ERAM budget shortfall (including corrective action plan estimates) predicted to fall between 
$170M and $500M, with a value of $330M estimated using an August 2014 final site ORO 

• FAA should consider IAT analysis results and waterfall planning methodology 
as ERAM schedule/budget is adjusted 
- FAA knowledge of deployment planning intricacies and resource-leveraging 

opportunities could affect IAT -projected waterfall dates and should be considered 

• Process issues in ERAM Program exist and are currently being worked 
- Much improvement noted in communications, information sharing, and SW testing 

- Some of these processes are still maturing and need continued attention 

• Specific recommendations are offered for project oversight, product 
development, user acceptability at key sites, and waterfall beyond key sites 

• Acquisition Management System (AMS) may benefit from ERAM lessons 
- More explicit guidance for Government Acceptance (GA), Formal Operational Test (OT), and 

Initial Operational Capability (IOC) 

- Deployment schedules are proving more problematic than development schedules. Deployment 
schedules should be sufficiently conservative to allow for site-unique conditions 
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Annotations: Executive Summary (2 of 2) 

To gauge the viability of the FAA's corrective action plan schedule and cost, the IAT conducted four analyses: a waterfall 
planning analysis based on detailed discussions with site management and operators, a cost assessment of extended 
waterfall schedule based on ERAM budget information coupled with past and expected future spending trends, a PR analysis 
based on a combination of ERAM statistics to date and a predictive software defect model, and a schedule risk analysis (from 
a PR perspective) of the impacts associated with a higher PR find rate during the waterfall. The results of these analyses 
show that the last site ORO date is expected to fall within a range from January 2013 to March 2016, with a predicted date of 
August 2014, based on following an IAT-recommended waterfall planning methodology. Correspondingly, the IAT expects a 
shortfall of the ERAM budget (including the corrective action plan estimate of $50M) to fall between $170 million and nearly 
$500 million, with an estimated figure of $330 million using an August 2014 date for final site ORO. 

The IAT has developed a range of possible waterfall schedule durations and costs, based on a mixture of site-specific factors 
related to preparedness and operational uniqueness/complexity, coupled with varying levels of risk adjustment. The IAT 
recommends a waterfall planning methodology based on grouping sites into three "waves" that form naturally from 
consideration of the aforementioned factors. Although the IAT has date projections for the waterfall using the recommended 
methodology, FAA knowledge of deployment planning details and resource-leveraging opportunities (including the potential 
to add more resources at needed times than currently budgeted) could affect IAT -projected waterfall dates. Thus, it would be 
prudent for the FAA to develop its own waterfall schedule, using the IA T inputs as a launch point. 

Process issues in the ERAM program exist and have hampered progress to gaining system maturity while increasing cost and 
schedule. Many of these issues have been targeted for improvement by the FAA over the last 6 to 9 months and are starting 
to have positive impact on the program schedule and user acceptance. These improvements include system benchmarking 
(go/no go tests), improved communications and information-sharing processes, and more realistic testing scenarios (e.g., Day 
in the Life Tests) prior to field release of software updates. While improvements are evident, some of these processes are still 
maturing and need continued attention. Additionally, the FAA has begun drawing upon the expertise developed at the key 
sites to refine processes and guidelines for site waterfall activities. The IAT offers recommendations in this report for further 
improvements in project oversight, product development, key site user acceptability, and waterfall planning. 

Some of the problems incurred by the ERAM program cannot easily be fixed within the specific confines of ERAM program 
management or processes. These problems are related to practices lacking sufficient guidance outlined in the government's 
AMS. The IAT offers several suggestions for improvement of these practices. 
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Overview of Final Report (1 of 2) 

• Executive Summary 

• Background 

- General 

- Composition of IAT 

- Independent Assessment Approach 

• Key Events Leading to Current ERAM Program Status 

• Key Findings and Recommendations 

- Project Oversight 

- Product Development 

- User Acceptability at Key Sites 

- Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 
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Annotations: Overview of Final Report (1 of 2) 

This report contains an independent assessment of the ERAM Program that was led by The MITRE Corporation, working in 
collaboration with MIT Lincoln Laboratory. This assessment was requested by the FAA due to growing concerns regarding the 
issues and challenges facing the ERAM program. This report addresses the topics noted below in the order listed. The style of this 
report is an annotated briefing, in which each bullet or graphic slide is accompanied by a more descriptive text slide. 

Executive Summary - (preceding this overview) provides a high level overview of the IA T's key findings, recommendations and 
lessons learned for the ERAM Program 

Background - describes the impetus and objectives of MITRE's leadership of an independent assessment of the ERAM program 

General- overviews the task and identifies the particular areas that the FAA requested be given attention to assess their 
contributions to unresolved issues/challenges that are affecting the status of the ERAM Program 

Composition of Independent Assessment Team - provides a summary of the team members that contributed to the 
assessment. The IA T was led by the MITRE Corporation and consisted of subject matter experts from several MITRE 
Centers and from MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

Approach - describes the methodology that the IAT utilized in conducting this assessment 

Key Events Leading to Current ERAM Program Status - provides a summary of significant milestones since Government 
Acceptance. 

Key Findings and Recommendations - presents the key findings and recommendations organized into four major areas that provide 
the highest impact for the FAA's ERAM Program success. These areas include Project Oversight, Product Development, User 
Acceptability at Key Sites, and Waterfall beyond Key Sites 
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.J-- Overview of Final Report (20f2) 
.~~:-<:.....~.~ 

• Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings 

Waterfall Planning Analysis 

Cost Assessment of Extended Waterfall Schedule 

Problem Report Analysis 

Schedule Sensitivity Analysis 

• Detailed Recommendations and Findings 

Detailed Recommendations 

• Project Oversight 

• Product Development 

• User Acceptability at Key Sites 

• Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 

Detailed Findings 

• Appendices 

A: Tasking Letter 

B: Overview of Related ATC Deployments 

- C: Detailed Results of Waterfall Scenario Analysis 

- 0: Comparison of Acquisition Management Best Practices to ERAM Current Practices 

E: Source Information 

- F: Glossary 
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Annotations: Overview of Final Report (2 of 2) 

Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan - describes the IAT assessment of the FAA's Corrective Action Plan (version that was briefed to FAA 
Administrator Randy Babbitt on 25 May 2010) 

Summary Findings - provides a summary of the evaluation results and the IA T's assessment of the Corrective Action Plan 
Waterfall Planning Analysis - examines different scenarios for completing the waterfall and successfully achieving ORD at all 20 sites. 
Applies a sensitivity analysis using information collected from the IA T's structured site interviews to assess each site's readiness level 
and extent of site-specific capabilities or challenges 
Cost Assessment of Extended Waterfall Schedule - provides the IA T's assessment of the costs associated with several scenarios that 
extend the waterfall schedule 
Problem Reports Analysis - describes the IA T analysis and model to help assess software maturity from the perspective of software 
defects and predict the number of future PRs. Given that resolution of PRs is one influence on schedule, the results of this analysis were 
considered in the Waterfall Planning Analysis and the Cost Assessment of the extended schedule 
Schedule Sensitivity Analysis - provides assessment of schedule impacts associated with the risk of higher PR finds during the waterfall 

Detailed Recommendations and Findings 

Detailed Recommendations - provides a mapping for each recommendation to the supporting detailed finding(s) 
Detailed Findings - provides a detailed description for each finding mapped to FAA-specified assessment areas 

Appendices 
A - Tasking Letter- request from the FAA that MITRE conduct an independent comprehensive review of the ERAM program. 
B - Overview of Related ATC Deployments - provides a comparison of key elements of FAA and International ATC systems that have been 
successfully deployed; aids in the assessment of ERAM waterfall plans and associated costs. Also includes information regarding 
NavCanada's deployment of CAA TS and lessons learned. 
C - Detailed Results of Waterfall Scenario Analysis - provides the detailed results from each of three waterfall planning methodologies. 
D - Comparison of Acguisition Management Best Practices to ERAM Current Practices - compares acquisition management best practices 
with the current practices exercised by the ERAM Program Office. Where there are differences with the ERAM current practices, a 
recommendation is provided to better align with AMS best practices and mitigate risks. Recommendations are provided for future FAA 
consideration. 
E - Source Information - contains all sources of information that provided the basis for the IA T assessment. Sources include structured 
interviews with FAA Program Office and LM staff; observations from FAAILM meetings; WJHTC operational evaluations; and operational 
runs at ZLC; structured interviews with all 20 ARTCC sites; and FAAILM documentation. 
F - Glossary - presents the acronyms used in the final assessment report. 
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Background 

General 
• Rick Day, (former) FAA Senior Vice President for Operations and 

Jim Washington, FAA Vice President for Acquisition and Business 
Services, requested that MITRE conduct an independent (see tasking 
letter in Appendix A), comprehensive review of the ERAM program as 
noted below: 

Include assessments in FAA specified areas -
rship Conduct under MITRE leade 

and include MIT/Lincoln Lab oratory participation 

Commence on 1 June 2010 Description of Events Leading to Current Status 
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Complete Final Report FAA and Lockheed Martin Program Management Processes 
on 1 October 2010 

• Coordination Draft Report 
(non-vetted* version) 
delivered on 1 October 

• Final Report 
(vetted version) 
delivered on 15 October 

·with FAA principals 

Software Development Processes/Tools 

Test and Quality Assurance Procedures 

Risk Management/Mitigation Plans 

Deployment and Transition Plans 

System Operational Suitability Determination Process 

FAA's Corrective Action Plan (as of 5/25/10) 
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.~-~-. Annotations: Background - General 

Due to issues and challenges facing the ERAM Program, FAA Senior Vice President for Operations, Rick Day, and FAA 
Acquisition Executive, Jim Washington, requested that MITRE conduct an independent, comprehensive assessment of 
the ERAM Program with the following stipulations: 

• Include assessments in FAA-specified areas 

• Conduct it under MITRE leadership and include MIT LL participation 

• Commence on 1 June 2010 

• Complete final report on 1 October 2010 (final report incorporating FAA vetting was permitted by 
Jim Washington to be delivered on 15 October 2010). 

The FAA requested that the IAT address the following specific areas as part of the independent assessment: 

• Circumstances that led to the current schedule status 

• Any early warning methods the program team had in place 

• Software development tools 

• Test and quality assurance procedures 

• Risk management/mitigation plans 

• Deployment and transition plans 

• Methods employed by Program Office regarding operational suitability. 

In addition, the FAA requested the assessment include: 

·Specific findings and recommendations regarding both FAA and LM program management procedures and/or 
practices 

·Consideration of any commercial and/or 000 best practices 

·Identification of any relevant factors in FAA's Corrective Action Plan regarding the FAP\s revised cost, schedule, 
and performance targets for successfully completing the ERAM program. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Background 

Composition of Assessment Team 
MITRE and MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

• Jim Reagan - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, ATMICNS Division - Team Lead 

• Su Chang - Center for Command & Control, Acquisition & Decision Analysis Division 

• Vince Dowd - Center for Command & Control, Acquisition & Decision Analysis Division 

• Dr. Tom Gerasch - Center for Command & Control, Information & Computing Technology Division 

• Bob Hekl - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, ATMICNS Division 

• Cathy Horton - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Michael Liggan - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Mary Minnix - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Ed Newberger - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Bill Saumsiegle - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Tim Sheridan - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Audrey Taub - Center for Command & Control, Acquisition & Decision Analysis Division 

• Dr. Bill Thomas - Center for Command & Control, Information & Computing Technology Division 

• Beverly Woodward - Center for Command & Control, Acquisition & Decision Analysis Division 

• Dr. David Woodward - Center for Command & Control, Acquisition & Decision Analysis Division 

• Floyd Woodward - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, A TMICNS Division 

• Barbara Wright - Center for Advanced Aviation System Development, ATMICNS Division 

MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

• Kathleen Carusone - Weather Sensing, Homeland Protection and Air Traffic Control Division 

• John Andrews - Surveillance Systems, Homeland Protection and Air Traffic Control Division 
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Annotations: Background 

Composition of Assessment Team - MITRE and MIT Lincoln Laboratory 

The Independent Assessment Team was led by The MITRE Corporation under the direction of Jim Reagan, Director for the 
CAASD A TM/CNS Evolution Division. The MITRE team was composed of technical experts from the Center for Advanced 
Aviation System Development and the Center for Command and Control. The MIT Lincoln Laboratory team was composed of 
subject matter experts from the Homeland Protection and Air Traffic Control Division. 
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Background 

Independent Assessment Approach 
.-----1\ Conduct Structured Interviews with Key Staff 

-1 l Observe Operational Evaluation Runs & Operational Runs 

lr Observe FAA/Lockheed Martin Team Meetings to Gain Insight into Processes, Issues & Team Interactions 

FAAHQ 
Program Ofllce 

FAA WJHTC Toot 
Organlzadon 

(AJP,AJEJ 

KeySltoo: 
Sail LaIc8 & Soatdo 

ARTCCs 

Watllrfall SltDa 
(IS AIlTCC5J 

I Analyze Problem Reports & Assess Historical Trends to Predict Future PRs & Completion Estimate 

I Review & Assess Key Program Information 

I Evaluate Dependencies & Constraints of Different Approaches for Waterfall Planning 

I Assess the Budget Shortfall Identified in FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

I Assess Software Maturity (i.e., defects) & Predict Number of Future PRs I 
I Compare Acquisition Management Best Practices with Current Practices Exercised by ERAM Program Office 

I Identify Key Finding & Key Recommendations that Provide Highest Impact for Success 

I Develop Detailed Findings & Recommendations 

I Examine Methodologies & Schedules of Similar ATC Deployments (U.S. & International) 

Loclcllaod Manln 

NATCA 

IOT&E 
Organlzadon 

PASS 

.... ~mc ~ il:?==~=MRIl=S~=OGrb=_=&=~I~ =RI=~~=:=~=:=II;:'=~=~, 
.ERAM CR S-mg _ Tat_lis AuumIGI PIII_U'" 

·ERAM FIP PR Scnm Meeting .ERAM Deployment Crttlcallhnlat Review 1~========l·P========l: 
·ERAM hlcmaJ Pro-PRB Mooling .ERAM hlemal Risk Meeting 1 a.sellno PI"". for 
.ERAM Managenl SimI Meeling DaplorlnD RIl __ & 
.LMC T4IlItn Huddle Tc!ocon ·ERAM Joint Risk Meeting - I!lM1pnay Fl_ 

·ERAM PRB Meeting 
·ERAM"T\Ml TeIocGn 
.W!eIdy NOL Sunmmy Telecon 

·tlIema1 PR EsClllation Meeling 
.ERAM Kay Sila Talecon 
.ERAM FM Only SimI Meeling 
.ERAM-SIMM Vlbrldng Groop Meeting 

.ERAM PR Meeting Codl/"ldon 
Ibn.oa-ntent& 

·JointZLClZSE PR Status Mooting - SWDtvllopmont Plana 
·ERAM Tenninal PR Emcalalion Mealing 
·Progrnm OpemliOI1ll SimI Meeling 
·ERAM ZMP PR EsClllatiolYSCIUb Meellng 
·FAA RIlkIaso 2 8ac1dog PR Approval Meeling 
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Annotations: Background - Independent Assessment Approach 

This slide describes the approach taken by the Independent Assessment Team to evaluate the ERAM Program. Information from a variety of sources (i.e., structured 
interviews, observations, documentation) formed the basis for the IAT's analysis. The references for all sources are included in Appendix E. 

There were over 50 structured interviews that were set up with FAA and Lockheed Martin principals to develop an understanding of the roles and responSibilities, 
processes, management plans, problem report metrics, test results, risk management, operational issues, and deployment and transition plans. 

The IAT observed several operational evaluations conducted at the WJHTC. In addition, the IAT observed two operational runs at Salt Lake ARTCC. 

Numerous FAA and LM documents and databases were examined to assess key program information including: 
-PR detailed reports and AIMS tickets 
-Test results 
-Baseline management approach/plans for deploying releases and emergency fixes 
-Configuration management and software development plans 
-Quality assurance datalmetrics 
-Risk management/mitigation plans 
-Test and quality assurance procedures 
-Deployment and transition plans 
-Descriptions of user acceptance issues 
-Actual program costs and basis for FAA projected budget shortfall 

At the invitation of the FAA, the IAT observed a number of FAA/Lockheed Martin Team meetings to gain further insight into processes, issues and team interactions. 

The information received from the structured interviews with all the key and waterfall sites was used to assess the maturity of the site preparedness as well as 
understanding site specific challenges and constraints. This information was used to evaluate dependencies and constraints of different approaches for waterfall 
planning. 

The IAT reviewed the FAA's budget shortfall for the Corrective Action Plan. The basis for the shortfall, in addition to budget information and actual cost experience, were 
used to assess the cost implications of an extended waterfall schedule. 

The methodologies and schedules of related ATC deployments, for both U.S. and Intemational systems, were examined to extract useful information on the range of 
deployment experiences with similar systems. 

The IAT compared some acquisition-related best practices with current ERAM Program practices and developed several recommendations to the FAA that could be 
implemented for the ERAM Program, and other current or future FAA acquisitions. Refer to Appendix D for this information. 

Key findings and recommendations were developed by the IAT for areas that can provide the highest impact for success. In addition, detailed findings and 
recommendations were developed that further substantiate the key findings and recommendations. All the IA T findings have been vetted with the FAA and Lockheed 
Martin principals, as appropriate, to ensure accuracy of the information by the time the final report is delivered to the FAA. 
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... ,-, .•.•..... ) .•..••.•....... Key Events 
Leading to Current ERAM Program Status 

GA 10/01/07 
(Government Acceptance) 

o 
2007 2008 

o Actual KEY 

", 
" ~Planned 

" o ZLC Operational Runs· 

, - - - - ~ Planned Continuous Operations ,----
<:·'·>Speculative ._. 

·Operational Runs at ZSE & ZMP ara not depicted. 

Sync Release 
10/08 o 
,,' " , , '" , " , " .. 

IOC Incentive 
10/08 

ZLCIOC 
06/09 

o 
NOU 

Benchmarking 
Process Established 

Re12.0A 
01/10 

05/10 o 
J'"1Io''''''"'''""''''"V" ..... 

2010 
~'--------------- --, " ,---,-. ... 

," " Continuous Ops ....... . 
" .. ",," ·· ......... ~ ..... i .. 
ORO 
12109 

ORO? 
& 

ISO? 
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Annotations: Key Events Leading to Current ERAM Program Status 

ERAM GAwas achieved in October 2007, in accordance with the incentivized schedule. PRs exceeded plans, but 
GA PR thresholds were satisfied. 

OT&E was conducted at the WJHTC in multiple phases between March 2008 and January 2009. The duration 
exceeded plans, largely because of PR fix time. Formal OT&E activities did not identify operationally significant 
problems currently being observed at sites. 

During 2008 and 2009, software releases were occurring every two weeks, too frequent for sites to 
adopt/maintain. Time to train controllers, decipher drop contents, and certify prior to operational runs was 
substantial. 

IOC at ZLC occurred in June 2009, eight months later than the incentivized schedule but ahead of the program 
baseline. Key site ORD was planned for December 2009; but has still has not happened. 

Subsequent to IOC, many short duration periods of operation were conducted to shake down the system. Attempts 
at continuous operation were conducted in January, February, and March, but operations were not sustained for 
more than a week at a time, eroding site confidence and trust. Operations were suspended. 

In April-May 2010, the NOL was developed to address significant issues and a new Benchmark process was 
initiated to define prerequisites for continuous operations at key sites. 

Since June, monthly software drops have progressively addressed resolution of NOL issues as well as other 
problem resolutions. Attempts at extended duration operations have resumed. The Program Office is hoping for 
continuous operations to begin in November, followed by IOT&E and an ISD in January 2011. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Key Findings and Recommendations 

• Key findings and recommendations are categorized into four groups as 
noted below and address those areas that can provide the highest impact 
for FAA success 

- Project Oversight 

- Product Development 

- User Acceptability at Key Sites 

- Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 

• Each key finding and recommendation is mapped to a detailed finding 
(OF) and detailed recommendation (DR) respectively 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 

All the findings and recommendations were categorized into four areas that would provide the highest impact for the FAA to 
succeed with the ERAM Program as contained in the last section of this report. From this greater set of findings and 
recommendations, those that were deemed key by the IAT were extracted and are included in this section of the report. A 
mapping for each key finding and key recommendation to the detailed findings (OF) and recommendations (DR), respectively, is 
provided later in the report that offers additional details to substantiate each key point. 

While there is a set of key recommendations and key findings for each area, the areas are not discrete. There are inter
dependencies among the different areas and the associated corrective actions/recommendations that must be jointly addressed 
to achieve a successful outcome. 

The four key areas include: 

Project Oversight - focuses on those key findings that the IA T considers as the main issues that have impacted project 
management and oversight. Also included are suggested recommendations at both the Program Level and the FAA 
Executive Level that the IAT deems would aid in the resolution of these issues. 

Product Development - focuses on those key findings that the IA T considers to be the main issues that have resulted in 
the challenges to achieving system maturity experienced by the ERAM program. Also included are suggested 
recommendations that the IAT deems would aid in the resolution of these issues. 

User Acceptability at Key Sites - focuses on those key findings that the IAT considers as the main issues that have 
affected the user acceptability at the key sites, Seattle ARTCC and Salt Lake City ARTCC. Also included are suggested 
recommendations that the IAT deems would aid in the resolution of these issues. 

Waterfall Beyond Key Sites - focuses on those key findings and recommendations that the IAT considers critical to the 
success for the waterfall deployment beyond the key sites. Also included are suggested recommendations that the IAT 
deems would aid in the resolution of associated issues. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Key Findings and Recommendations 
Project Oversight 

Findings 

• Program Office and Western Service 
Area/Site Management did not fully 
address the complexity and degree of 
coordination needed for site operational 
testing and deployment activities [DF01, 
DF02,DF04] 

Resulted in uncertainty and loss of 
trust between key sites and Program 
Office 

Resulted in unrealistic and iterative 
schedules, increased stress on 
sites, delays, and inability to sustain 
continuous operations. 

• Sites are independently coordinating 
among themselves for deployment 
activities without sufficient overall FAA 
oversight and coordination, leading to 
resource contention, delays, and 
inefficiencies [OF03,OF08] 

Recommendations 

• Program Office, Service Areas, and Site 
Management must fully anticipate 
challenges of implementation, be more 
proactive in their leadership, and ensure 
transparent communications and strong 
collaboration [DR1, OR3] 

• Program Office must ensure that the 
overriding focus is assuring operational 
suitability [DR1, OR3] 

• FAA Executive Level must resolve 
contention between ERAM testing and 
deployment and the operational priorities 
of affected facilities (e.g., ARTCCs, 
TRACONs, Towers) [OR2] 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 
Project Oversight 

ERAM involves a complex, safety-critical software package operating in a complex environment. It is hard to overestimate the 
difficulties of transitioning such a system from a laboratory release that satisfies basic requirements to a system that can be 
fully acceptable for continuous operations in the actual environment. The project management strategy for ERAM was 
insufficient for the challenges that emerged, and this resulted in periods in which trust between project management and the 
sites deteriorated. Corrective actions have been taken, and the project has passed through some of the more difficult phases. 

A key concern arose from the fact that the initial releases to the field were not sufficiently capable, resulting in a large number 
of problems being discovered in operational use. Site personnel felt pressure from the Program Office to maintain schedule 
and were uncertain of commitments to fix discovered problems. The sheer number of problem reports overwhelmed the 
management and communication process, and new releases often exhibited new problems on top of old problems that were 
not yet fixed. In reality, problems were being fixed at a rate that reflected a competent software effort - but the operational 
personnel using the system did not think that the system was rapidly approaching maturity. 

Communications between project management and site personnel failed to achieve a common understanding of priorities and 
progress. The system for problem tracking was not fully integrated, transparent, and accessible, resulting in inconsistent 
understanding of what was being fixed. Some problems associated with hardware installation and training were not 
antiCipated in advance by project management, which required the sites to scramble to find their own solutions. 

In some cases, the sites were compelled to communicate among themselves to seek solutions, or to develop in-house 
solutions to problems that could have been anticipated and addressed at the program level. This site-to-site collaboration was 
often successful in finding solutions, but greater Program Office and Service Area Management involvement would have 
made it more efficient. Recent efforts by the Program Office and Service Area Management to encourage and coordinate 
communication between sites is commendable. 

It is recommended that the Program Office, Service Areas, and Site Management be more proactive in their leadership, and 
ensure transparent communications and strong collaboration. The Program Office must ensure that the overriding focus is 
assuring operational suitability; FAA Executive Level must resolve contention between ERAM testing and deployment and the 
operational priorities of all affected facilities. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Key Findings and Recommendations 
Product Development 

Findings Recommendations 

Use of extended operational runs at sites while • Use operational runs to establish confidence 
software is not operationally mature is labor that the system is working properly rather than 
intensive and places operations at risk [OF28, relying on them as the primary vehicle for 
OFSO] problem discovery and fix verification; employ 

Release testing at WJHTC in preparation for 
more off-line testing and benchmarking 
techniques at each site and OIL testing at the 

initial site testing is improving and is better WJHTC to identify problems and verify fixes 
integrated with concurrent testing done by LM [ORi0, DRi1, DR12, DR22, OR23] 
Integration and Test [DF2S, DF27, DF2i] 

• Streamline the problem reporting, prioritization 
Off-line operational testing at sites (e.g., Isolated and tracking process [DR7, DRS] 
Active) has been useful in identifying significant 
problems without the use of operational runs • Provide all stakeholders better access to PR-
[OF38] specific data such as status and prioritization 

Problem reporting, prioritization, and tracking is 
factors that are used to drive build content 
[DR9] 

too complex and difficult to follow by 
stakeholders [DF14, OF17] • Remedy deficiencies in Tech Ops training and 

Site-identified deficiencies in Tech Ops training 
guidance to ensure appropriate expertise and 
confidence exists for maintaining operational 

and documentation has led to systems in the field [ORi3, ORi4, ORiS] 
non-standardized use of the system [DF48] 

• Increase efforts to promote stability of software 
No significant issues found with the ERAM components and address PRs on stability 
software architecture; fault recovery capabilities issues [DR6, DRi9] 
appear adequate, but some software 
components still not exhibiting long-term stable 
behavior [OF43, DF45] 
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Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 
Product Development 

Prior to Build Z, operational runs over periods sometimes extending beyond seven days have been conducted that resulted in significant 
problem discovery and verification of fixes. This is labor intensive. The use of extended operational runs at sites in order to find problems 
and verify fixes should be avoided. Instead, continue to expand WJHTC and site off-line system testing to expose problems and verify fixes. 
Improvements in release testing have helped expose problems, reducing dependence on operational runs. Also, off-line testing at the sites 
such as isolated active mode testing, has reduced the dependency on operational runs. Additional focus on these two activities, taken 
together, should permit operational runs to be used to establish confidence that the system is working properly rather than relying on them 
as the primary vehicle for problem discovery and fix verification. 

Issues from observations at the sites and in WJHTC Operational Evaluations are first recorded as AIMS tickets and after an initial analysis 
are converted to PRs if they indicate a system problem or to a SIG/CR, if a requirement change is needed. PRs are also generated by the 
system contractor for problems discovered in their testing. PRs are recorded in a data base maintained by the contractor and subjected to a 
prioritization process involving multiple review meetings by different groups of stakeholders. The priority is recorded in the "sort order" in the 
MFL. The system contractor is authorized to work on PRs based on priorities. As new PRs are generated, they are prioritized and added to 
the list. The process of prioritization is time consuming and not transparent to the stakeholders. For example, the sites do not get feedback 
on the status of a PR or SIG/CR resulting from an AIMS ticket. The PO and sites do not have direct access to the contractor PR data base 
but rather must rely on the contractor for information from the data base. 

Site-identified deficiencies in Tech Ops training and documentation (e.g., transition procedures, Test and Training Lab operations, use of 
commercial documentation not tailored to ERAM, radar adaptation guidance) have resulted in non-standardized use of the system, which 
could lead to operations and maintenance errors. Use of multiple numbers to identify a part complicate hardware maintenance. These 
deficiencies in training and guidance should be remedied to ensure appropriate expertise and confidence exists for maintaining an 
operational system. 

The problem prioritization process should be streamlined so that fewer review meetings are needed. Negotiation over priority should be 
avoided. Better visibility into PR data is needed for all stakeholders. Direct stakeholder access to PR status and prioritization data should 
be provided. Stakeholders should be able to easily determine system status relative to PRs. 

No specific issues have been found with the ERAM software architecture. Fault tolerance and fault recovery features necessary for use in 
the NAS appear adequate. Although the overall system does recover from failures of individual software components; it is not desirable that 
the system have to exercise that capability on a frequent basis. Examination of recent PRs and of ERAM release regression test results in 
release exit briefs indicates there are still software component stability issues. It is recommended that such stability issues be aggressively 
addressed to remove component memory address space issues, constraint errors, and problems that cause component and interface 
crashes. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Key Findings and Recommendations 
User Acceptability at Key Sites 

Findings 

• Changes are being made to baseline 
system that are not required for key sites 
to achieve continuous operations; this has 
introduced new problems at key sites 
[DF51] 

• Although IOC was declared at Salt Lake 
City, Seattle and Minneapolis, system was 
not sufficiently mature for operational use 
on an extended basis [DF06] 

• Controller workload associated with work
arounds for known problems has been 
unacceptably high for extended 
continuous operations [DF50] 

Recommendations 

• Focus on product maturity at key sites to 
achieve continuous operations (i.e., 
suppress changes that support downstream 
sites, but are not critical to key sites) [DR16] 

• Establish a single list of items that must be 
fixed before continuous operations can be 
achieved at the key sites; list needs to be 
made available to all stakeholders; dynamic 
to include newly identified items [DR18] 

• Releases to be used for operational runs 
must be fully tested and well-documented, 
with clearly demonstrated progress 
compared to the prior release [DR20, DR21] 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 
User Acceptability at Key Sites (1 of 2) 

Non-key sites routinely comment that they are waiting for a firm IOC date and detailed roadmap as an indicator that 
they should begin their transition activities in earnest. It is therefore beneficial to work toward key site deployment and 
to defer system updates that are intended to support downstream sites. However small the risk may seem to stability 
and functionality of the current build when implementing a fix, there is a risk. In the past, fixes have been added to 
address downstream problems and these have caused earlier validated functionality to break (e.g., changes made for 
ZNY and ZAU had a negative effect on ZSE). Lockheed Martin has a very mature configuration management system 
and is capable of applying fixes to a branch build so as not to affect key sites. The IAT recommends that the focus 
remain on those fixes required to achieve continuous operations at the key sites. Any fixes that are added for 
downstream sites should be reviewed with key sites prior to implementation to validate the approach and assess risk. 

The NOL should be formally extended beyond the original 208 items and it should include those problems which the 
key sites agree need to be addressed to get to continuous operations. For the downstream sites, more problems will 
be added to the list, and the set of required workarounds will need to be reevaluated for suitability (some workarounds, 
e.g. manual hand-offs in certain situations, are acceptable for sites with lower traffic volumes, but become arduous and 
impractical for high-volume sites). The updated dynamic NOL should be made easily available to all ERAM 
stakeholders and open for discussion at monthly management or other collaborative teleconferences. The relevance 
to each site should be noted to assist in prioritizing releases for the sites when needed in the waterfall schedule. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 
User Acceptability at Key Sites (2 of 2) 

Lockheed Martin and WJHTC have a comprehensive testing regime, but problems and fix failures inevitably make it 
through the process. The regression test suite is, and should continue to be, aggressively enhanced to validate 
system functionality and PR fixes. Site participation in WJHTC testing is beneficial and should be continued and 
enhanced if possible. WJHTC personnel have gone to the field to augment lab testing (e.g., WJHTC personnel went 
to ZBW to test the interface between ZBW and Moncton, a Canadian center) and this has been a successful 
approach. Sites noted that WJHTC focuses testing on contract compliance rather than operational suitability but more 
ATC workforce involvement has been taking place in WJHTC testing; involvement of ATC workforce as early as 
possible helps identify usability and operational issues. 

Full regression testing is not applied to the final build release, but instead is applied to the incremental release builds. 
This is a necessary time saver, but should be done judiciously and conservatively, questioning assumptions made 
concerning non-interacting interfaces and modules. Acceptable failure rates (including software anomalies) for a 
safety critical system are much lower than those for any other type of system, requiring testing methods to be most 
stringent. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Key Findings and Recommendations 
Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 

Findings 
Waterfall planning is not sufficiently detailed and 
schedule is unrealistic [DF42, DF41] 

Use of IOC as a benchmark in waterfall planning without a 
focus on achieving sustained operational use does not 
permit the development of an achievable schedule [DF06] 

Off-line operational testing at sites has been conducted 
by numerous sites as a means to verify system viability 
and verify fixes. This testing includes ERAM-to-ERAM 
testing and parallel operations with the legacy system, 
including AT interactions during the day with high traffic 
levels. In addition, a site-proposed ERAM to TRACON test 
mechanism using a modem-splitter appears promising as 
a means to test interface interactions with TRACONs in an 
off-line mode [DF38] 

DIL testing at WJHTC is being used with site-specific data 
and recorded traffic to verify the suitability of the system 
for specific sites [DF27] 

Deployment of software/system at the site for operational 
use is very complex; expertise is being developed at key 
sites, as a result of deployment experience, which will be 
needed at waterfall downstream sites [DF40, DF04, DF07] 

Fallback to Host during an operational run is not 
sufficiently planned and is labor intensive with potential 
safety risks during high traffic 
levels/complexity [DF39] 

Recommendations 
Aggressively address all dependencies/risk areas in development 
of the waterfall plan [DR29, DR31] 

Focus on waterfall planning using a meaningful definition and 
purpose of IOC relative to continuous operations, such as a 
milestone indicating that the system has been determined to be 
ready for operational use trials, to be confirmed by a limited 
number of operational runs prior to achieving ORD [DR25] 

Include sufficient time in waterfall planning to accommodate more 
advanced off-line testing at the sites, including parallel day-time 
operations with AT interaction, interface testing with other 
ERAMs and TRACONs, and DIL testing at WJHTC as the approach 
to verify the suitability of the system for specific sites prior to 
their IOC [DR33] 

Establish a process and appropriate funding for using personnel 
from successfully transitioned sites as SMEs for subsequent site 
operational readiness preparation throughout the waterfall [DR27, 
DR32] 

Defer setting precise schedule dates for waterfall until at least one 
key site has achieved continuous (2417 for extended periods) 
operation [DR26] 

Deploy to all sites a mechanism that keeps 
off-line Host up to date with flight data, for use during initial 
operational periods on a release, providing the ability to quickly 
fall back to Host at any time, even during high/peak traffic [DR28] 
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Annotations: Key Findings and Recommendations 
Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 

The planning for the waterfall beyond the key sites is currently based on a sustained IOC rate of two per month, but does 
not take into account a meaningful definition and purpose of IOC, such as "the condition of the system has been 
determined to be ready for operational use, to be confirmed by a limited number of operational runs prior to achieving 
ORO." Sufficient time should be included in the waterfall planning to conduct off-line testing and OIL testing at WJHTC as 
an IOC date approaches to determine if the system is ready for operational use and can support the IOC for the site. Off
line testing that has been demonstrated and exercised at a number of sites should become a standardized way to assess 
whether the system is ready for operational use, including parallel day-time operations with the legacy system, specific 
AT interactions, and coordinated interface testing with other ERAMs and TRACONs using live data. TRACON off-line 
interface testing with live data and utilizing a modem splitter should be pursued to enhance the fidelity of testing at the 
sites. OIL testing at WJHTC should be emphasized for verification of suitability of the system during release testing 
when the release is targeted for specific sites prior to their IOC. 

Planning should include scheduling site activities during periods when the site staffing levels are high compared to 
staffing requirements and avoidance of times when other activities are planned. Resource planning should include 
budgets for travel for new sites to observe operations at previously transitioned sites, backfill overtime, and use of 
personnel at successfully transitioned sites as SMEs for transitioning sites. Downstream sites should have the 
opportunity to visit key or other sites (of their choice) to observe operations and gain experience with the operational 
system. These visits should be formally scheduled and funded by the Program Office. 

Target dates for near-term sites are necessary for planning purposes, but are counter-productive if they are unrealistic. 
Until at least one key site has achieved continuous (24n for extended periods) operation, subsequent sites' target dates 
have a high degree of uncertainty. Defer establishing precise schedule dates for the waterfall until at least one site has 
achieved continuous operation. 

Unplanned fallback to Host during periods of high traffic levels/complexity is a recognized risk. This risk can be reduced 
by developing, certifying, and deploying a mechanism that keeps the off-line Host up to date with flight data for use during 
initial operational periods on an ERAM release, providing the ability to quickly fall back to Host at any time. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

• This section of the report contains the results of the IAT's 
assessment of the FAA's corrective action plan: 

- Summary Findings 

- Waterfall Planning Analysis 

Cost Assessment of Extended Waterfall Schedule 

- Problem Report Analysis 

- Schedule Sensitivity Analysis 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (1 of 3) 

• FAA's Corrective Action Plan (contained in ERAM status briefing, dated 
25 May 2010, presented to Administrator, Randy Babbitt) was not 
comprehensive 

• Independent Assessment Team does not have confidence in the FAA's 
schedules for In-Service Decision and Waterfall 

- The waterfall schedule is based on achieving a sustained IOC rate of two per 
month without supporting rationale for the feasibility of this objective 

- Any schedule established before the key sites have achieved continuous 
operation is unlikely to be stable 

- Waterfall site preparation, although already underway, will require more time 
than currently allocated 

- Additional time will be necessary to accommodate the impact of site-specific 
operational differences on software testing and releases 

- Other U.S. and International similar deployments have taken longer for the 
same or fewer number of sites (see Appendix B) 

• Independent Assessment Team does not have confidence that the FAA's 
estimate for the F&E budget shortfall will be sufficient 

- Extending the waterfall schedule will increase projected shortfall 
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a'1~:1 Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (1 of 3) 

The FAAs Corrective Action Plan was presented to the Administrator in May 2010 in the form of an 18-page briefing. 
The briefing characterized, at a high level, the then current ERAM operational and technical status, the reasons for 
schedule delays, responsive actions to be taken, the revised outlook for In-Service Decision and the waterfall, the 
expected budget shortfall, and remaining issues/concerns. With few details and no supporting data or rationale for the 
proposed actions and revised schedule and budget, it could not be considered a comprehensive plan. The briefing has 
not been used to facilitate communication among stakeholders about revised scope, cost, and schedule, a primary 
objective of a plan. 

The CAP proposed a revised schedule featuring establishment of continuous operations at both ZLC and ZSE in 
November 201 0, the conduct of IOT&E in November-December 201 0, ISO at the end of January 2011, and waterfall 
through the remaining sites (site IOCs) from February through November 2011. A rate of two IOCs per month was the 
basis for completing the waterfall by November 2011. The CAP did not provide supporting rationale for the schedule nor 
relate the schedule to corrective actions being taken or risks being mitigated. Although progress is clearly being made 
at the key sites; past performance, current status based on this independent assessment, and consideration of similar 
U. S. and international ATC system deployments undermine the credibility of the proposed waterfall. Problems with 
significant operational impact continue to be discovered and spikes in rate of problem discovery are expected with 
increased operational exposure through the waterfall. 

The revised schedule has not been officially coordinated with stakeholders nor integrated in detailed planning, a 
particular concern for the near-term milestones of continuous operations and IOT&E. Detailed waterfall planning 
addressing concerns of seasonal staffing, weather, special events, and other considerations has not been produced that 
would substantiate the schedule. Finally, the plan appears to be success-oriented in the progression from site IOC to 
ORD. Experience to date suggests sites are likely to experience multiple iterations of operational runs with intervening 
releases to address further problem reports, rather than a rapid progression to continuous operations. 

Based on the IAT cost assessment, the projected budget shortfall of $30-50M, also identified in the briefing to the 
Administrator, will not provide sufficient funding to reach last site ORO. An additional cost will be incurred for every 
month the schedule slips. This "cost per month" estimate would include additional PRs, CRs/SIGs, support at the sites 
and core program management and systems engineering activities. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (20f3) 

• IAT conducted four analyses to gauge the viability of FAA's 
corrective action plan and to provide an independent assessment 
of likely schedule and cost shortfalls to achieve final site ORO 

Waterfall planning analysis 

Cost assessment of extended waterfall schedule 

Problem report analysis 

Schedule sensitivity analysis (from PR perspective) 

• Based on these analyses: 
- Last site ORO date of August 2014 predicted from a range of possibilities between 

January 2013 and March 2016, based on a specific waterfall planning 
methodology recommended by the IAT 

- ERAM budget shortfall (including corrective action plan estimates) predicted to 
fall between $170M and $SOOM, with a value of $330M estimated using an 
August 2014 final site ORO 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (2 of 3) 

To gauge the viability of the FAA's corrective action plan schedule and cost, the IAT conducted four analyses: a 
waterfall planning analysis based on detailed discussions with site management and operators, a cost assessment of 
extended waterfall schedule based on ERAM budget information coupled with past and expected spending trends, a 
PR analysis based on a combination of ERAM statistics to date and a predictive model, and a schedule sensitivity 
analysis (from a PR perspective) of the impacts associated with a higher PR find rate during the waterfall. The results 
of these analyses show that the last site ORO date is expected to fall within a range from January 2013 to March 
2016, with a predicted date of August 2014, based on following an IAT-recommended waterfall planning 
methodology. Correspondingly, the IAT expects a shortfall of the ERAM budget (including the corrective action plan 
estimate of $50M) to fall between $170 million and nearly $500 million, with a value of $330M estimated using an 
August 2014 final site ORO. 

The IAT waterfall planning analysis assumes a stabilized situation with a relatively near-term ISO, but allows for a four 
month delay in the projected schedule. Review by the IAT of new AIMS tickets and known PRs for the most recent z
Build operational run does not provide confidence that this build will be adequate for continuous operations due to the 
number of critical and high problems that still remain. 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (3 of 3) 

• Some corrective actions identified in the plan are addressing 
observed process problems 

Identified NAS Operation List (208 issues) required to be fixed for continuous 
operations at key sites 

Planned monthly incremental software drops between May and August 2010 to 
address NOL 

Operational evaluation tests are focused on validating improvements to AT 
functionality 

Standardized benchmarks (i.e., common criteria for "Go/No Go") for decision to 
conduct/suspend operations 

• Developed specifically with ATO-E field management and NATCA 

Improved communications between the sites 

Better collaboration with NA TeA 

• Sixteen NATCA SMEs are participating in WJHTC Release testing 

Emphasis on training cadre of local SMEs 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Summary Findings (3 of 3) 

The CAP identified several "path forward" activities responsive to program issues/concerns. These included an 
increased emphasis on field perspective of critical AT functionality, a more collaborative approach to coordination 
across sites, and NATCA involvement. The field perspective of critical AT functionality is reflected in validating 
improvements in functional areas of significance (e.g., handoffs, tracking and pairing) rather than specific problem 
resolutions. 

The collaborative approach is reflected in a renewed emphasis on improved communications between the sites, 
standardized performance benchmarks and go/no go decision criteria, and a national perspective in issue 
identification and resolution. NATCA is being more thoroughly engaged in all aspects of the ERAM implementation. 

This independent assessment recognizes and endorses all of these actions, but notes that some outcomes remain to 
be determined. The benchmarking process, while being employed at the key sites, has yet to be completed or 
adjusted for the waterfall sites. Its potential influence remains to be determined with respect to go/no go decision 
application. The NOL has been variously interpreted as either a static set of fixes necessary and sufficient for 
continuous operations, or a more dynamic list to which additions are made as a result of problem discovery. The IAT 
has recommended that the latter definition be used for this list. 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 
• IAT believes current waterfall plan depends on an unrealistic 1 st waterfall 

site IOC (February 2011) and sequences subsequent IOCs in a time period 
too short to accommodate necessary activities 
- Operational SW release addressing IOT&E findings/full site functionality not 

scheduled to be available until one month before 1st waterfall site IOC 

- Plans for two IOCs per month for 9 consecutive months is high risk, and does not 
account for any potential rework/failure and numerous subsequent releases 

• Significant site constraints and required ramp-up activities do not appear to 
have been taken into account 
- Potential for discovery of problems resulting from site-unique capabilities, 

operations, or adaptation and follow-on release development and deployment 

Constraints considering site-specific activities and time-of-year limitations 

• Sensitivity analysis in this section examines methodologies for waterfall 
planning that address 
- Requirements to achieve ORO at each site 

- Site activities and constraints for each site 

- Time required for development of new releases to address site-specific problems 

- Risk of when the waterfall can start 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 

The waterfall plan in version 10 of the Draft ERAM IOC Schedule has arranged/sequenced IOCs for each site such that 2 
per month can be scheduled in successive months, beginning in February 2011 and completing in November 2011. 

Beginning a waterfall in February 2011 has a high degree of risk, given: 1) that the software release plan does not provide 
a release addressing IOT&E findings and full ZMP capabilities until Jan 2011 and 2) continuous operations and ISO have 
not been achieved at the key sites. 

In addition, the plan does not appear to take into account the following, to any significant degree, which could significantly 
extend the duration of the waterfall: 

• Site preparation level (including coordination necessary with other sites, WJHTC and the Program Office) 

• Site-unique features which may require additional testing and multiple releases for the software to become 
operationally suitable 

• Time period associated with discovery of site-unique problems 

• The resulting release development to address site-unique problems 

• Time of year constraints that make establishment of IOC highly undesirable or impossible during certain parts of 
the year (which can differ per site, depending on location and site-specific events) 

Sensitivity analysis in this section examines methodologies for waterfall planning that addresses the level of effort required 
to achieve ORD at each site, taking into account site activities and constraints and the time required for development of 
new releases to address site-specific problems. The analysis also addresses the risk of when the waterfall can begin. 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 
Approach (1 of 2) 

• Selected three representative scenarios using different methodologies for 
waterfall planning - each reflects various levels of risk management 

- Provides an indication of the length of time necessary for completion 
of a waterfall developed with the methodology 

- Actual time to complete the waterfall could vary from the calculated 
end date, based on a variety of factors 

• Assumes ISO has occurred prior to the waterfall start and the first site that 
becomes operational in the waterfall (ORO of June 2011) is representative 
of capabilities necessary for majority of subsequent sites 

e.g., includes capabilities needed by downstream sites such as 
Host/Non-Host 

Basic ATe processing is performed correctly and consistently and can 
support high traffic volumes 

• Gap between currently planned ISO (January 2011) and first waterfall site 
ORO (June 2011) provides risk management for potential ISO slip and 
readiness of first waterfall site to become operational (dependent on site 
activities and an appropriate release with targeted PRs) 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis - Approach (1 of 2) 

Three planning scenarios were selected that reflect various levels of risk management. 

For each scenario, a site representative of downstream sites is assumed to become operational before the waterfall can 
proceed. For instance, the first site is intended to use capabilities needed by downstream sites, such as Host/Non-Host, 
and basicATC processing can be performed correctly and consistently and can support high traffic volumes. 

The first waterfall site ORO is assumed to occur in June 2011, which permits sufficient testing and site preparations and a 
potential subsequent release (with fixes addressing problems found in the key sites and the initial waterfall site) following 
the initial January 2011 release targeted for downstream sites. After ORO at this initial site, it is assumed the remaining 
waterfall can proceed. Gap between currently planned ISO (January 31,2011) and first waterfall site ORO (June 2011) 
provides risk management for potential ISO slip and readiness of first waterfall site to become operational (dependent on 
site activities and an appropriate release with targeted PRs) 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 
Approach (2 of 2) 

• Used information collected from a set of structured site 
interviews to evaluate/classify each site and generate 
scheduling parameters that are site-specific 

- Assumed a base of 3 to 6 months is necessary to ensure proper 
training and verify site is ready to proceed with IOC on a software 
version that is intended to support site-unique operations 

- Extended the amount of time for pre-IOC preparation (beyond the 
3 to 6 month base), dependent on the site readiness level and 
extent of site-unique capabilities/challenges 

• Defined time of year constraints (including times to be 
excluded for site-specific activities) for IOC at each site 

• Applied resulting time requirements, by site, in a scheduling 
analysis for three planning scenarios 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis - Approach (2 of 2) 

Used information collected from a set of structured site interviews to evaluate/classify each site by 1) Site readiness level 
(characterized by extent of testing and coordination level with surrounding sites, WJHTC, and Program Office) and 2) 
extent of site-specific capabilities or challenges. 

For each site the total amount of time pre- and post- IOC was calculated. A base period of 3 to 6 months (site specific) is 
assumed to be needed for "intensive" pre-IOC preparation, independent of the site readiness level or extent of site-specific 
aspects. Time is necessary to ensure proper training and verify site is ready to proceed with IOC on the available software 
version. An additional amount of time for pre-IOC preparation (beyond the base) was applied that was dependent on the 
site readiness level and extent of site-unique capabilities/challenges. 

Time of year constraints for IOC were defined for each site, based on information gathered from the site interviews. These 
included seasonal constraints to address severe weather periods or high traffic levels, special events, moratoriums, and 
site-specific activities, such as airspace updates. 

The resulting time requirements by site were applied in a scheduling analysis against the multiple planning scenarios, 
adjusting the time IOC could be accommodated according to the time of year constraints. 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 
Scenarios 

Standard Softwarel Minimal Rework site sequence 

Assumes software baseline as provided for and demonstrated by continuous 
operations at initial waterfall site can be used with minimal rework and 
relatively few new releases at subsequent sites 

ICCs can proceed at 2 per month after waterfall begins, with minor adjustments 
for time-of-year constraints 

2. Standard to Complex 3-Wave site sequence (3 month risk gaps between 
waves) 

Follows same approach as scenario 1, but assumes software baseline may 
need significant modifications after each of 3 waves of site groupings: 

• Group 1: 8 sites that have mostly standard operations 

• Group 2: 5 sites that have increasing traffic levels, more dense routing, and more unique 
operations 

• Group 3: 5 sites with very high traffic levels, and significant unique operations 

3. Each Site Unique sequence 

Assumes each site must be treated as a separate unique system 
implementation which requires at least one separate software release for each 
site that targets site-specific PRs/CRs 
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The three scenarios were implemented as follows: 

1. Standard Software/Minimal Rework Site Sequence 

Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Waterfall Planning Analysis - Scenarios 

After continuous operations demonstrated at initial waterfall site, laCs proceed at a continuous rate of 2 per month, 
constrained primarily by time of year limitations at each site. ORO occurs from 2 to 4 months after laC, depending on the 
level of site-specific capabilities/challenges. 

2. Standard to Complex 3-Wave Site Sequence (3 month risk gaps between waves) 
After continuous operations demonstrated at the initial waterfall site, laCs proceed at a continuous rate of no more than 2 
in any given month, with site-specific time of year constraints considered. ORO occurs from 2 to 4 months after laC, 
depending on the level of site-specific capabilities/challenges. After the first wave of 8 sites, there is a 3 month gap 
following the last ORO for that wave. The additional 3 month time interval after the wave serves as a risk mitigation, to 
permit additional software releases to achieve ORO for the sites in the prior wave if there are additional issues that need to 
be resolved. A similar 3 month time interval is added after the second and third waves. The final date of the site sequence 
is 3 months after the last allocated ORO. 

3. Each Site Unique Sequence 
No more than 1 lac every 3 months is allowed to occur, with site-specific time of year constraints considered, which can 
further reduce the frequency of laCs. These gaps between laCs are assumed to address a potential need for a new 
release before each site's laC, addressing site specific issues. ORO is assumed to occur from 2 to 4 months after laC, 
depending on the level of site-specific capabilities/challenges. 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis 
Results 

Scenario 1 
Last ORO 
January 2013 

CAP 
Last ORO 
January 2012 

2013 12014 

Scenario 2 
Last ORO 
August 2014 

2015 

Scenario 3 
Last ORO 
March 2016 

1. Standard Software/Minimal Rework sequence 

2. Standard to Complex site (with Risk Mitigation gaps) sequence 

3. Each Site Unique Sequence 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Waterfall Planning Analysis - Results 

The CAP waterfall indicated a final ORD in January 2012. 

The first waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Standard Software/Minimal Rework sequence, resulted in a final ORD in 
January 2013. 

The second waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Standard to Complex site (with Risk Mitigation gaps) sequence, resulted 
in a final ORD in August 2014. 

The third waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Each Site Unique Sequence, resulted in a final ORD in March 2016. 

Detailed scenario results are depicted in Appendix C of this report. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Waterfall Planning Analysis 
Conclusions 

Scenarios indicate a range of one year to over a four year schedule extension beyond the CAP 
schedule for the waterfall 

Scenario 1, "Standard Software/ Minimal Rework site sequence" has minimal risk management 
considerations, resulting in a final ORO of January 2013 

Assumes after initial waterfall site is operational, deployment at other sites can proceed at a 
rapid rate (2 IOCs per month, with brief pauses for a severe weather season and a Nov/Dec 
moratorium) 

• Scenario 3, "Each Site Unique sequence," is likely to be overly pessimistic, with abundant risk 
management, resulting in a final ORO of March 2016 

Understood that there are many similarities between a large number of sites, which would 
permit a more rapid rate of deployment in some cases than what is illustrated here 

• Scenario 2, "Standard to Complex 3-Wave site sequence," provides a level of risk management 
to ensure that schedules for subsequent sites (especially in the next wave) can be met, resulting 
in a risk-adjusted final ORO of August 2014 

The duration of the "risk gaps" could be expanded or contracted based on experience at the 
completed sites or the sites downstream in the next wave 

• The ERAM IAT recommends that a waterfall planning methodology that considers the grouping 
of sites and risk mitigation gaps, as in scenario 2, be used for scheduling the ERAM waterfall 

Depending on the length gaps" using this methodology, the last site ORO could 
vary from the projecte August 2014 ate 

• The cost analysis that follows uses the dates of these scenarios as guidance for additional 
comparisons 
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Waterfall Planning Analysis - Conclusions 

The analysis of these scenarios indicate a potential range of one year to over a four year schedule extension beyond the 
CAP schedule for the waterfall. This is consistent with a risk mitigation approach that builds in additional time in the 
scenarios to accommodate risk. 

Scenario 1, "Standard Software/ Minimal Rework site sequence" has minimal risk management considerations. It assumes 
that after the initial waterfall site completes ORO, deployment at other sites can proceed at a rapid rate, with little pause 
between deployments at the sites. A three month severe weather season and a two month (November/December 
Moratorium) period serve as schedule risk mitigations. 

Scenario 3, "Each Site Unique sequence," is likely to be overly pessimistic, as it is understood that there are many 
similarities between a large number of sites, which would permit a more rapid rate of deployment in some cases. One 
would assume that a single software release could address the changes needed for more than one site, as the waterfall 
proceeds. 

Scenario 2, "Standard to Complex 3-Wave site sequence," provides a level of risk management to ensure that schedules 
for subsequent sites (especially in the next wave) can be met. While this scenario assumed a fix duration of the "risk 
gaps," consideration may be given to expand or contract the gaps based on experience at the deployed sites or the sites 
downstream in the next wave. 

The ERAM IAT recommends that a waterfall planning methodology that considers the grouping of sites and risk mitigation 
gaps, as in scenario 2, be used for scheduling the ERAM waterfall. By incorporating risk gaps after waves of sites with 
comparable complexity and uniqueness, an appropriate level of risk reduction can be accommodated. The predicted risk
adjusted end date (last site ORO) for scenario 2 is August 2014, but could vary from that date depending on the length of 
the "risk gaps." The cost analysis that follows uses the dates of these scenarios as guidance for additional comparisons. 
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Cost Assessment of Extended Waterfall Schedule 

• IAT waterfall planning analysis identifies possible dates of January 2013, 
August 2014, and March 2016 for last site ORO 

• IAT's cost assessment provides a rough order of magnitude estimate of 
the potential budget shortfall for the Lockheed Martin F&E contract for 
ERAM based on these schedule scenarios 

Limitations 

• Limited visibility into ERAM 
costs precludes a more detailed 
IAT assessment 
• There is no Program Office 

Estimate for the remaining 
F&E work to be accomplished 

• Information received does 
substantiate the budget 
shortfall and provide insight 
into cost drivers, but it does 
not provide a cost to complete 
with a comprehensive basis of 
estimate 

Costs Not Addressed 

• Extending the ERAM schedule 
will affect the funds needed for 
the operations budgets for ERAM 
and the legacy systems 

• An ERAM schedule extension 
may also have an effect on the 
F&E and operations budgets for 
SWIM, ADS-B, Data Comm, PBN, 
and TFM 

• IAT assessment does not address 
the potential impacts on budgets 
other than ERAM F&E 

• Costs for the full set of IAT 
recommendations are also not 
included 

Key Ground Rules and 
Assumptions 

• All IAT cost estimate are presented 
in constant FYi 0 dollars 

• PRs and CRs/SIGs will be funded 
with F&E dollars 

• Cost sharing ratios are assumed 
to be the same as those for FYi 0 

• F&E effort will focus on waterfall 
completion (i.e., high priority 
PRs/CRs/SIGs needed for 
continuous operations); there will 
be no funding included for new 
tasks, such as NaRDO, ICAO 
2012, and upgrades to labs at the 
Academy 
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Cost Assessment of Extended Waterfall Schedule 

The IAT conducted a cost assessment of the FAA's budget shortfall for the corrective action plan. The assessment, which 
provides a ROM estimate of a shortfall projection for the ERAM F&E contract with Lockheed Martin, is based on results of the 
IA T's waterfall planning analysis. It should be emphasized that the IAT estimate is a ROM; it provides high-level insight into a 
cost to complete F&E. 

The cost assessment was significantly constrained because the IAT had limited visibility into ERAM costs. There is no POE 
for F&E. A POE is a cost estimate, reflective of the current program baseline, against elements in a work breakdown 
structure. A POE provides a documented basis of estimate, including ground rules and assumptions, specific inputs, 
estimating methodologies, cost calculations, and data sources. Without a POE, the IA T had no point of departure for an 
assessment, thus an in-depth analysis of costs was not possible. However, the FAA did provide significant cost- and budget
related information, such as CPRs and funding spreadsheets, and did substantiate the basis for the shortfall dollars. 

A delay in completion of the waterfall will affect the funds needed for other budgets. Although the IAT is assessing only the 
cost impact to ERAM F&E, there will be a ripple effect. For example, the operations (Ops) budget for the legacy systems must 
include continued maintenance. An ERAM schedule extension may also have an effect on the budgets for those sources of 
external funds for the Lockheed Martin F&E contract. An analysis of the budget (and schedule) impact to SWIM, ADS-B, Data 
Comm, PBN, and TFM needs to be conducted. In addition, there will be some cost impact if the FAA chooses to adopt the full 
set of IA T recommendations; those costs have not been reflected in the IAT shortfall estimates. 

The IA T cost assessment is predicated on a number of key ground rules and assumptions. In particular, it is assumed that all 
PRs and CRs/SIGs will be funded with F&E dollars through waterfall completion. Lockheed Martin staff, currently funded as 
part of F&E, will continue to fix PRs and provide CRs/SIGs through last site ORO. Cost sharing ratios, based on actual cost 
experience, may vary considerably; however, the ratios used for the IAT assessment are assumed to be the same as those for 
FY10. Although the IAT cost assessment has identified additional funding needs to complete F&E, these additional dollars 
should not be considered as a source of funds to accomplish new tasking, such as NORDO, ICAO 2012, or upgrades to labs 
at the Academy. The F&E effort, and associated costs, will focus on waterfall completion and the resolution of high priority 
PRs/CRs/SIGs needed for continuous operations. 
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Significant Cost Uncertainty 

• The IAT estimate of the cost to complete ERAM F&E reflects 
substantial cost uncertainty 

- The single most significant cost driver is the length of a delay 
in the schedule to reach last site ORO 

- Any schedule established before the key sites have achieved 
continuous operation is unlikely to be stable 

• PRs are currently found at a higher rate than are being fixed 

- Complexity of all open PRs is unknown 

- Unknown number of PRs that are very difficult to fix need to be 
addressed 

• Site requests for additional changes may increase as ERAM 
moves through the waterfall 

• Schedule delays may necessitate additional support at the 
sites 
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Significant Cost Uncertainty 

By far, the most significant cost driver is the length of the delay in the schedule to reach last site ORO. However, it is 
unrealistic to project the length of that schedule delay, with confidence. Any schedule established before the key sites have 
achieved continuous operation is unlikely to be stable. PRs continue to be found at a higher rate than are being fixed and the 
PRs that remain open may be the difficult, and costly, ones to resolve. The sites on the waterfall may make additional 
requests for changes; it is not possible to forecast the number and complexity of those CRs for which each site will ask. 
Additionally, it is difficult to predict how the schedule delays may affect on-site support. 
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IAT Cost Assessment Methodology 
Corrective Action Plan (Notional) IAT Estimated Schedule (Notional) 

~ 

~~------------~~~=--
o Actual Costs 

SCHEDULE 

---------- -~~-

t; 
Or-----~r_----------_4------~~~---

o Actual Costs Schedule Extension 

SCHEDULE 

• A burn rate analysis is the underlying methodology used to estimate the 
potential ERAM F&E budget shortfall 

• A burn rate, or average cost per month, is multiplied by the duration of a 
possible schedule extension to calculate the additional costs that will be 
incurred as a result of a delay 

• The burn rate is estimated based on an analysis that captures schedule
driven costs by contract line item number (CLIN) 

- Reflective of actual cost experience on ERAM 

- Includes an evaluation of each CLiN's work content as well as an assessment of 
how different programmatic conditions could potentially affect costs 
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IAT Cost Assessment Methodology 

The notional schedule for the Corrective Action Plan is depicted in the graphic on the left. As shown, it is anticipated that 
there will be some ramp down of activities, and thus a corresponding ramp down of costs, on the way to reaching last site 
ORD. The results of the IA T schedule assessment conclude that a schedule delay is probable. As shown in the graphic on 
the right, a schedule extension, of some duration, is projected. 

A burn rate analysis is the underlying methodology used to estimate the potential ERAM F&E budget shortfall. In other words, 
a monthly burn rate or average cost per month is multiplied by the number of months of a schedule delay to calculate the 
additional costs that will be incurred. The estimate for the burn rate is based on an analysis that captures the schedule-driven 
CUN. To estimate schedule-driven costs, the IA T needed a comprehensive understanding of the work content that is 
currently being performed for each CUN. Some work activities are considered to be fully represented in the ERAM budget(s) 
and therefore not reflected in the burn rate. Other activities are judged to continue for the duration of the schedule delay. The 
resulting burn rate, therefore, represents an estimate of the costs for activities that will need to occur over the schedule 
extension. These activities include PR fixes, CRISIG resolution, and on-site support as well as the associated program 
management and systems engineering efforts. The IA T also evaluated different programmatic conditions and analyzed how 
these conditions would potentially affect costs over a schedule extension. For example, current PR fix rates were studied to 
determine whether the burn rate should be lowered to reflect reduced rates for fixes. 

As mentioned, the IA T cost assessment was limited because of the lack of visibility into ERAM costs. However, this approach 
has the advantage of being extrapolated from actual cost experience as reported in the CPRs (CDRL Item: A002). 
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IAT Estimates for Budget Shortfall 
Estimating Approach 

• Calculated a six-month average of actual 
F&E costs by CLiN from February 
through July 2010 

• Added non-reportable CLiN (i.e., task 
orders) and estimate for fee 

• Adjusted actual costs based on cost 
sharing ratios with external funding 
sources to determine ERAM's share 

• Estimated a monthly burn rate of $8.5M 
reflective of an anticipated reduced rate 
for PR fixes (average of 100 per month) 

• Scrutinized ERAM documentation to 
identify possible cost omissions in the 
FAA budget or shortfall; added estimate 
for omitted cost of FY12 effort 

• Examined FAA shortfall to determine its 
sufficiency for the projected ramp down 

• Analyzed costs for three schedule 
extensions 

Results 
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I!I Omitted FV12 Costs 

• Schedule Extension 

• FAA Shortfall 

• The IAT estimate of the F&E shortfall ranges from $170M for a 12-month 
schedule extension (last site ORO in January 2013) to nearly $500M for a 50-
month schedule extension (last site ORO in March 2016) 

• The F&E shortfall estimate based on a last site ORO of Au 014 (derived 
from IAT-recommended waterfall planning methodology is $330M 
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IAT Estimates for Budget Shortfall 

The IAT conducted a cost analysis using the bum rate analysis as the foundational methodology. First, total actual costs by 
CLiN were extracted from the ERAM CPRs for February through July 2010. G&A expenses and COM were proportionately 
allocated to the cost of each CUN. Since there is variability in reported costs from month to month, the IAT averaged six 
months of data to determine a composite actual cost. However, the actual reported costs do not represent a total actual cost. 
They do not include contractor fee or non-reportable CLiNs. Therefore, an estimate for fee was added based on contract 
modifications. An estimate for task orders, a non-reportable CLlN, was also included using FAA assessments. All other non
reportable CUNs are for schedule incentives, which are not addressed in the IAT assessment. Currently, there are several 
external sources of funds for the costs reported in the CPRs, thus the six-month average was adjusted, based on FY10 cost 
sharing ratios, to determine ERAM's share. The current bum rate, reflective of these adjustments, is roughly $11.5 million. 

An analysis of the work content for each CLiN was performed to identify schedule-driven costs. Activities considered to be 
fully represented in the ERAM budget(s) were subtracted out. It is further assumed that the current rate of PR fixes of 190 to 
200 per month will be reduced to an average of 100 per month over the length of the schedule extension. The resulting 
monthly bum rate over the extended schedule is $8.5 million. 

The IAT also reviewed ERAM documentation to identify possible cost omissions in either the FAA budget or shortfall. Only 
one major cost omission was identified; costs for the effort to be expended in FY12 were not included. The IAT estimated 
costs for three months of activities, based on extension of a ramp down in the final months of the F&E contract, which was 
assumed to be completed for the corrective action plan by 31 December 2011. Finally, the IAT analyzed the FAA's shortfall of 
$30 to $50 million. It was judged that the high end of the range, $50 million, would be sufficient for the additional costs 
expected to be incurred during the ramp down. 

Costs are estimated for three schedule scenarios, namely last site ORD in January 2013, August 2014, and March 2016. The 
results show a range of $170 million for a one-year schedule delay to nearly $500 million for a 50-month delay. The F&E 
shortfall estimate derived from the IAT -recommended waterfall planning methodology and estimated last site ORD of August 
2014 is $330M. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

IAT Cost Risk Analysis for Budget Shortfall 
Estimating Approach 
• Used the cost analysis (previous slide) as 

the basis for a cost risk analysis 
• Conducted a risk analysis to provide a 

range of possible costs based on 
statistical techniques 

• Determined distributions for input values 
- The cost driver is the length of a 

projected schedule extension 
- Most likely schedule extension 

assessed to be 31 months 
• Ran the simulation model to generate the 

total cost output distribution (S-curve) 
based on distributions of input values 
- The output distributions show the 

possible values of cost associated 
with the probabilities 

Results 
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• There is a 50 percent chance the program's shortfall will fall at or below $330M; 
likewise, there is a 50 percent chance the shortfall will be exceeded 

• There is an 80 percent chance the shortfall will fall at or below $400M 
• FAA's shortfall is so far below the least probable cost derived by the simulation 

that it does not appear on the distribution of possible program cost outcomes 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

IAT Cost Risk Analysis for Budget Shortfall 

A cost risk analysis, which offers a method to assess the variability in a single (or point) estimate, provides a range of possible 
costs based on statistical techniques. A simulation model is used to generate the total cost output distribution (or S-curve) 
based on the distributions of input values. The output distributions show the possible values of cost associated with the 
probabilities. 

The cost analysis serves as the basis for the cost risk analysis. Distributions were selected for the two primary inputs - the 
schedule delay and monthly bum rate - based on IAT judgment. Triangular distributions are used to represent a minimum, 
maximum, and most likely value. The most likely value falls at a point between the minimum and maximum values, forming a 
triangular shaped distribution, which shows that values near the minimum and maximum are less likely to occur than those 
near the most likely. The results of the waterfall planning analysis are used as the inputs for the schedule extension, namely 
12 months for a minimum, 31 months resulting from a recommended methodology, and 50 months for a maximum. The most 
likely value for the bum rate is $8.5 million. The maximum is estimated at $10 million, which is consistent with the current 
development activity. However, the monthly bum rate could be lower than the most likely value of $8.5 million. This lower 
rate ($7 million) could occur if the number of eRs decreases from current levels, the PR fix rate is further reduced, or the core 
program management and systems engineering team is trimmed down as the F&E program reaches completion. 

For this rough order of magnitude analysis, ranges are not established for the FY12 effort or the $50 million FAA shortfall 
estimate. These values are constant in the model. 

As depicted in the cumulative output distribution function, there is a 50 percent chance the program's shortfall will fall at or 
below $330 million and an 80 percent chance the shortfall will fall at or below $400 million. The FAA's shortfall is below the 
least probable cost derived by the simulation so it does not appear on the distribution of possible program cost outcomes. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Problem Report Analysis Overview 

• Past PR find and fix rate derived from database of PRs 
received from Lockheed Martin 

• MITRE-defined model used to predict the rate of future PRs 
found as a function of time 

• Using model, and assumed PR resolution rate, the total 
backlog PRs remaining can be predicted as a function of 
time 

• Results of analysis indicates PR situation is manageable 
and unlikely to be a key driver of the waterfall duration 
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Problem Report Analysis Overview 

To conduct this analysis, the past PR find and fix rates were derived from a database of PRs received from Lockheed Martin. 
A MITRE-defined model was used to predict the rate of future PRs found as a function of time. Using the model and an 
assumed PR resolution rate, consistent with the preceding cost analysis, the total backlog of PRs remaining can be predicted 
as a function of time. The results of this analysis indicate that the PR situation in aggregate is manageable and unlikely to be 
a key driver of the waterfall duration. 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Problem Report Analysis (1 of 2) 

To help assess software maturity, ERAM software status (current and prospective) was considered from the perspective 
of software defects. LM provided the database of PRs collected since program inception and MITRE defined a model to 
predict the number of future PRs. This is important since fixing PRs is a major driver of cost and schedule. The figure 
shows the result of the model. 

The model is based on a Rayleigh distribution, a distribution that has proven to be representative of software defect 
discovery and is often used for that purpose. The solid black line of the figure represents PR finds from the data. Prior to 
2010, the graph shows quarterly data. Beginning in 2010, the graph reflects weekly data to more accurately depict 
recent information from the key sites, up to 8/17/10. A curve was fit to this data (the Rayleigh optimization depicted as 
the dashed line), and projected to indicate expected PR finds going forward. 

In conjunction with the PR find data, PR "resolution" data is represented. In the PR database provided, PR status may 
have many states. To simplify the analysis and capture all PRs that no longer require attention, the states of "closed", 
"approved", and "cancelled" have been combined and represented as "resolved" in the figure. Similar to the find data, 
the resolved data is depicted quarterly prior to 2010 and weekly thereafter. A 20-week moving average was calculated 
and shown (the yellow curve), an approximate rate of 55 per week. An approximate PR resolution rate of 100 per month 
(less than the current rate) is assumed to continue going forward (the green line), based on the assumption that the 
working rate for PRs will diminish as the waterfall progresses. 

The future PR backlog observed for the indicated Categories I-IV will depend on the current backlog, the PRs to be 
found in the future, and the assumed PR resolution rate of 100 per month. With the Rayleigh model predicting the PRs 
to be found, the analysis suggests various dates representing potential PR backlog values. Potential backlogs of 3000 
PRs, 2000 PRs, 1000 PRs and zero PRs are projected for October 2013, August 2014, June 2015, and April 2016, 
respectively (note: see the backlog curves depicted on the following slide, the cumulative distribution). Of course, this 
result will vary if the actual numbers of PRs discovered differs from the model and if the resolution rate differs from the 
assumed fixed rate. 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Problem Report Analysis (2 of 2) 

Several observations may be made from the analysis. First, the inflection point at which the PR find rate begins to 
decline is past and it is expected that the rate will continue to decline in the future. Second, the PR find and fix rates for 
the most operationally relevant Cat I-IV PRs are converging (approximately 200 per month), but the backlog is still 
increasing for all PRs. Third, with respect to the PR backlog values, no specific target value is defined, but for 
comparison, the following table represents the threshold values defined for GA: 

PTR Category 
W JHTC Acceptance 

(GA) 
I 0 
II 0 
III 200 
IV 400 

Total (I-V) 1000 

Finally, the model results are generally consistent with the projected waterfall duration range estimated in this 
assessment. 

The model is simplified in several ways. It does not reflect risk factors associated with continued deployment including: 

-Spikes in PR finds that might occur as more sites intensify testing and initiate/extend operational use 

-Increased rate of stability-related PRs that might occur with exposure to higher traffic sites 

-Spikes in PR finds that might occur if new releases are deployed to sites during the waterfall, as is currently planned. 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Problem Report Analysis 
Cumulative PR Distribution 

The figure illustrates the cumulative distribution function for the Rayleigh model determined from the PR 
database analysis. Again, for an assumed resolution rate of 100 PRs per month, dates for potential backlogs of 
3000 PRs, 2000 PRs, 1000 PRs, and zero PRs are depicted. It must be emphasized that model results are not 
specifically reflective of expectations about the waterfall. The actual PR find rate, actual PR resolution rate, and 
acceptable residual backlog will differ from the model. 
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Problem Report Analysis 
Backlog and Resolution Rate Sensitivity 

Date by Backlog and PR Resolve Rate 
Single Mode Scenario for CAT I-IV 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Problem Report Analysis 
Backlog and Resolution Rate Sensitivity 

The length of time required to work off a backlog of PRs depends on both the find rate and the resolution rate. 
Given that PR finds conform to model expectations, this table illustrates the potential sensitivity to a fixed PR 
resolution rate. For resolution sample rates of 100,150, and 200 per month, the model indicates the date at which 
the PRs in Categories I-IV reach the potential backlog values depicted. 
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fjj~~ ~ Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Schedule Sensitivity Analysis Overview 
(from PR perspective) 

• Variation of model used to evaluate the effect of potentially 
higher levels of PR finds as more sites intensify testing and 
begin operational use 

- Assumes the scenario 2 waterfall with 3 waves and 
attenuated (80% per wave) find rates 

- At 100 PRs resolved per month, a 3000 count backlog is 
predicted at June 2016, with no backlog by December 
2018 

• With increased PR resolution rates (150, 200), the predicted 
date when the complete backlog has been worked off can 
be moved up to February 2016 and August 2014, 
respectively 

• Other PR backlog residual dates would be similarly 
advanced with higher PR resolution rates 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Schedule Sensitivity Analysis Overview (from PR perspective) 

A variation of the PR model was used to evaluate the effect of potentially higher levels of PR finds during the 
waterfall as more sites intensify testing and begin operational use. Assuming these higher PR find rates, a 
substantial backlog of 3000 PRs is predicted as late as June 2016. 

A sensitivity analysis is also provided to show how quickly the PR backlog could be worked off (assuming the 
higher PR find rate) if the PR resolution rate was increased to 150 and 200 PRs per month. 

Other PR backlog residual dates could be similarly advanced with higher PR resolution rates. 
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Schedule Sensitivity Analysis 
(Wave Scenario - Multiple Backlog Value Dates) 

To address the identified risk that spikes in PR finds might occur as more sites intensify testing and initiate/extend 
operational use, a variation of the PR model was considered. In this variation, deployment is assumed to follow the 3 
waves of waterfall scenario 2 described in the Waterfall Planning Analysis section. For each of the 3 waves, PR finds 
are modeled based on the average of the key site finds, with some attenuation (each successive wave is 80% of the 
preceding wave, reflecting some degree of system maturation). The result is the hump in PR finds depicted in the 
figure. 

For a fixed resolution rate of 100 PRs per month as represented in the model baseline, the projected dates to reach 
PR backlogs of 3000 PRs, 2000 PRs, 1000 PRs, and zero PRs are depicted. Ranging from June 2016 to December 
2018, it is observed that at a resolution rate of 100 per month, a substantial backlog of PRs would exist for 
timeframes several years beyond the completion dates predicted by the waterfall scenarios of this analysis. A higher 
resolution rate would be necessary to address this risk. An appropriate risk mitigation would be to continue resolving 
PRs at the current rate or greater until confidence is established that the rate of finds is declining. ' 
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Schedule Sensitivity Analysis 
(Wave Scenario - Multiple PR Fix Rate Catch-up Dates) 

To reflect the sensitivity of catch-up date to PR resolution rate, rates of 100 per month,150 per month, and 200 per 
month are considered. The associated catch-up dates for zero total backlog PRs are found to be December 2018, 
February 2016, and August 2014, respectively. Clearly, sustaining a higher resolution rate promotes system 
maturation and involves less toleration of residual defects in system operation. Sustaining a PR resolution rate of 
200 per month throughout the duration of waterfall scenario 2, for example, would increase the estimated shortfall 
beyond the $330M level (estimated for 100 PRs resolved per month over the duration of the waterfall), but leave no 
residual backlog of Cat I-IV PRs. 
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Detailed Recommendations 

• Categorized into the four groups used for key 
findings and recommendations 

- Project Oversight 

- Product Development 

- User Acceptability at Key Sites 

- Waterfall Beyond Key Sites 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 

All the detailed recommendations are categorized into four areas that would provide the highest impact for the FAA to succeed with 
the ERAM Program. 

The four key areas include: 

Project Oversight - includes suggested recommendations at both the Program Level and the FAA Executive Level that the 
IAT deems would aid in the resolution of project oversight 

Product Development - includes suggested recommendations that the IAT deems would aid in the resolution of product 
development issues 

User Acceptability at Key Sites - includes suggested recommendations that the IA T deems would aid in the resolution of 
issues pertaining to user acceptability at the key sites 

Waterfall Beyond Key Sites - recommendations that the IA T considers critical to the success for the deployment at the key 
sites. Also included are suggested recommendations that the IAT deems would aid in the resolution of associated issues 

A mapping is provided from each detailed recommendation for the associated detailed finding(s) (OF). 
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ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Detailed Recommendations 

Project Oversight 

Mapping 
Detailed Recommendation to 

Findine(s) 

· Program Office, Service Regions, and Site Management must 
plan realistically for the challenges of deployment and be 
more proactive in their leadership roles during the 
deployment phase, supported by 

010111 
- Transparent communications of plans, expectations, 01102 

responsibilities, resource needs, and delivery commitments OF04 

to the stakeholders OFJO 
OFJI 

- Regular collaboration and shared responsibilities with OFJ2 
stakeholders 

- Risk and task driven - not schedule driven- activities with 
a dear priority on achievine operational suitability 

· FAA Executive Level must resolve contention, when 
necessary, among operational priorities for activities at 

O,,'OJ affected facilities (e.g., ARTCCs, TRACONs, Towers) for 
0,,'52 

ERAM deployment and site testing; other facilities may have 0"'08 
their own activities that are in contention with ERAM testing 
and deplovment 

• Program Office should provide greater presence of 
OFOI knowledgeable people (AT & Tech Ops) at the sites through 
OF02 

ORD (e.g., full time on-site personnel at key sites) and sites OF04 
should provide I!reater inclusion ofthe Prol!ram Office 

· Intentionally deleted 
0 .... 4 

· Establish better FAA oversight of PR resolution process (to 0,,'17 

manage convergence to an operationally acceptable system) 0 .... 8 
OJ.'l9 

• Institute aggressive effort for monitoring system stability and 
OF45 

for identifying and correcting stability issues 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
Project Oversight 

DR 1: All elements of management should be more proactive in their leadership roles during deployment and strive 
for a high degree of transparency in communications, establishing expectations, and expressing needs. Activities 
should be risk and task driven. 

DR2: FAA Executive Level should assist in prioritization and resolving contention of resources for ERAM activities 
relative to activities in interacting facilities. 

DR3: Subject matter experts are required to assist in site activities through ORD and sites should enable 
participation by Program Office representatives. 

DR4: Intentionally Deleted 

DRS: There should be clear and transparent evolution of problems between states (e.g. reported, prioritized, being 
worked, fix being tested, resolved, inactive). Management of the problem reports and their resolution should focus 
on converging to an operationally acceptable system. 

DR6: The ERAM architecture contains fault tolerance and fault recovery features necessary for use in the 
NAS. However, the ERAM software is not yet operationally mature. Although the overall system does recover from 
failures of individual software components, it is not desirable that the system have to exercise that capability on a 
frequent basis. Examination of recent PRs and of ERAM release regression test results in release exit briefs 
indicates there are still software component stability issues. It is recommended that such stability issues be 
aggressively addressed to remove component memory address space issues, constraint errors, and problems that 
cause component and interface crashes. 
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1011 

OR7 

OR8 

OR9 

ORIO 

ORII 

ORll 

ORI3 

ORI4 

ORIS 

ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Detailed Recommendations 

Product Development 

Detailed Recommendation 
Mapping to 
Finding(s) 

Problem Reports 
• Streamline the problem prioritization process 

- Limit participation, review, negotiation for initial 
OFt7 

prioritization to one meeting per week 
- Consistent prioritization across different mechanisms 
- Include adjudication across sites 

Problem Reports 
• Provide better access to PR-specific data such as status and OFI4 

innuts into nrioritization that drive the build allocation 
Problem Reports 

• Provide better feedback to site ops/tech ops on AIMS ticket OFI4 
resolution details 

Testing 
• Avoid operational runs at sites primarily for the use of OF28 

problem discovery and fix verification 
Testing OF27 

• Continue to Expand DlL testing, expand site's involvement in OF23 
DlL develoDment lconcur with FAA Dlansl OF2S 

Testing 
• Standardize and expand Test & Training Lab and non-

OF38 
operational Ooor site testing using isolated active and a night 
data bridl!e 

Tech Ops 
• Remedy deficiencies in Tech Ops training (including OF48 

documentation) 
Tech Ops OF48 

• Improve training and guidance for radar adaptation and 
OF49 

radar analvsis 
Tech Ops 

• Improve documentation of part identification numbers used in OF48 
orderinll process 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
Product Development 

DR7: In order to reduce the time and effort required to prioritize PRs, the prioritization meetings should be reduced 
to one per week. A proposed priority could be collected off-line from each stakeholder and a tentative priority could 
be established from those proposals. The weekly meeting could be used to provide stakeholders an opportunity to 
contest the tentative priority. More guidance should be provided to stakeholders on the criteria to be considered in 
setting priority. For example, it was suggested that the priority included in AIMS tickets is not applied consistently. 

ORB: Direct stakeholder access to PR data should be provided. This would include status of individual PRs and 
summary data for all PRs. 

DR9: Access to PRs based on AIMS ticket should also be provided so that a site originator of the AIMS ticket can 
track progress on the issue. 

DR10: Extended operational runs should not be planned until there is clear data to indicate that the system can 
support them without excessive problems and workarounds that increase user workload. Continue to expand and 
exploit WJHTC and off-line site testing to expose system problems. 

DR11: OIL testing has been shown to expose new problems and should be expanded to more sites as planned and 
also scenarios should be expanded to cover more site-unique conditions. 

DR12: Expand site off-line testing using the Test and Training Lab and isolated active and shadow modes. 

DR13. DR14, DR15: Tech Ops training and documentation should be improved for better standardization of 
operations and in maintenance for example, in radar analysis and radar adaptation and parts identification. 
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Detailed Recommendations 

User Acceptability at Key Sites 

10# Detailed Recommendations 
!\lapping to 
I'inding(s) 

01'35 

· Focus on product maturity at key sites to ac:hieve continuous 01'37 
ORI6 oprrations (i.r., suppress changes that support downstream sitrs 01'49 

but that are not critical to key sites) 01'50 
01'51 

• Consensus must be reached by all stakeholders on the new 
ORI7 Benchmarking process and its metrics ror consistent application 01'35 

across all sites on operational use decisions 

· Establish a single list or items that must be find berore continuous 
operations at the key sites, the list needs to be made available to all 01'13 

ORI8 stakeholders, and it needs to be dynamic to include newly identified 01'14 

items 01'15 

· Ensure stability ohystrm elrmrnts bdorr attrmpting rxtended 
ORI,) operational runs 01'45 

- Increase efforts to promote stability of software romponents 
• Releases to be used ror operational runs should address as many 

01'36 
DR20 

significant problems as possible that were identified in the prior 
01'47 operational rrlrasr. with any outstanding oprrationally significant 
01'50 items clearly identified 

• Continue to provide comprehensive release status (fins, 

DR21 
outstanding problems, work-arounds) (e.g •• s..fiiM) to prepare ror 

01'47 operational runs and enhance field personnrl confidence 
• Ensure clear communications to downstream waterrall sites 

• Continue to subject all operational releases to more comprehensive 
01'23 
01i15 

DR22 testing (concur with I'M's plans) and explore opportunities to 
01'26 expand wnlTc testing capabllitie5 
01'27 

DR23 
• Continue to utilize benchmarking process to ensure controller 01'28 

workload is acceptable during extended operational runs 0"'35 

DR24 · Continue emphasis on differences between 1I0st and fo:RAM for AT 
training; ensurr training is up to date with latrst ERAM release OFOS 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
User Acceptability at Key Sites (1 of 2) 

OR16: Focusing on fixes for the key sites will enable them to move to continuous operations and ORO in the most expeditious 
manner possible. This strategy lowers the risk of problems being introduced by changes made for downstream sites, and 
allows LM to apply resources to the most critical problems. 

DR 17: The benchmarking process provides a structure for the evaluation of the operational suitability of a release. The 
process, as currently described, is somewhat subjective, e.g. in the assessment of the workload of the required workarounds. 
Quantitative measures should be applied wherever possible (e.g. likelihood of workaround being encountered, time to execute 
the workaround, number of workarounds). The benchmarking process gives the sites confidence in the product, and enables 
them to participate as full team members in the ERAM effort. Sanctioning of, and full acceptance of the process by the Program 
Office and WJHTC will further enhance confidence. 

DR 18: Establishment of a list of must fix items is important in order to gain agreement between sites, the Program Office, and 
LM, as to the current status of ERAM release planning. The list is not useful unless it is visible to all the stakeholders and 
everyone has the same understanding as to the purpose of the list, and the process for updating it. 

DR 19: Attempts for extending runs using insufficiently mature software has resulted in a loss of site confidence, and an 
unnecessary expenditure of resources. Although valuable problem discovery has been accomplished from key site extended 
runs, downstream sites, not having the level of experience and resources of key sites, should not be exposed to software 
builds that are determined to require an unacceptable level of workarounds or have significant stability issues. 

OR20: The early rapid build cycle delivered software to the key sites which did not address the problems the sites identified in 
the previous release (due to the leap-frogging of builds and problem identification). Although this cannot be completely avoided 
due to the processing requirements of a build cycle, user acceptability would increase if more problem fixes were included in 
each release, with fewer builds being released to the sites for testing. The resources required to install and test each release 
are not insignificant and a balance between number of fixes and release cycle must be attained. Since the May hiatus in 
operational runs, the release cycle has slowed and this, along with the benchmarking process (which helps clearly identify 
outstanding issues), has helped restore user confidence. 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
User Acceptability at Key Sites (2 of 2) 

DR21: The exit briefings provide information on the status of the builds, and this is necessary information for users. These briefings 
need to be reviewed for suitability to all stakeholders, and be available in suitable format for users. The required workarounds should 
be clearly described for the operational environment. Downstream sites, with less experience and history with ERAM, will need clear 
and concise status information. The reinstitution of a Program Office single ERAM point of contact would be helpful in ensuring that 
downstream sites can get issues readily addressed. 

DR22: Regression testing is an important part of validation of a build. The regression tests are amended whenever a problem has 
evaded testing, and this practice should continue aggressively. The regression test suite is an essential capability for ERAM 
deployment to reach ISD as well as beyond. The DIL testing has also proved valuable and should be expanded to all sites (as has 
been proposed). Whenever possible, site personnel should participate in the data gathering as well as DIL testing runs for their sites. 

DR23: The benchmarking process helps clearly identify outstanding issues, and allows the site management and AT workforce to 
come to consensus about the suitability of the build for operational runs. The output of the benchmarking process is a plan for how 
the build is to be deployed, including the goals for the run as well as the start and intended duration. This consensus approach 
enhances user acceptability and confidence. 

DR24: Differences between Host and ERAM operational capabilities should be emphasized in training and documentation. Users 
should not be surprised when ERAM behavior is observed to be different than Host; they should be made aware of these differences 
ahead of time. Resources have been expended by users having to research differences (suspected problems) only to learn that this 
is the expected behavior. (ZSE resorted to reading the ERAM source code to understand the surveillance mapping behavior.) Early 
Tech Ops training was done using an early version of the system, with many capabilities inoperable. It is important that 
documentation and training facilities be maintained to reflect the current environment in the field. 
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ID# 

DR25 

DR26 

DR27 

DR28 

ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Detailed Recommendations 

Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (1 of 3) 

Detailed Recommendations Mapping to 
Findinlds) 

• Focus on waterfall planning using a meaningful definition and 
DF06 purpose of IOC relative to continuous operations, such as a 
DF18 

milestone indicating that the system has been determined to be 
DF34 

ready for operational use trials, to be confirmed by a limited DF42 
number of operational runs prior to achieving ORO 

• Defer setting precise schedule dates for waterfall until at least one DF06 
DF15 

key site has achieved continuous operation. DF42 

• Use personnel from successfully transitioned sites as SMEs for DF07 
DF05 

subsequent site operational readiness preparation throughout the 
DF25 

waterfall DF34 
• Deploy to all sites a mechanism that keeps off-line Host up to-date 

with flight data (comparable to Southard Data Bridge) for use 
during initial operational periods on a release, providing the 

DF38 
ability to quickly fall back to Host at any time, even during 

DF39 
high/peak traffic; 
- Continue plans to validate this capability for national 

deployment 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (1 of 3) 

DR25: Waterfall planning has been focused more on the establishing 10C at specific sites without the definition of JOC being meaningful 
related to continuous operations, such as a milestone that indicates the system has been determined to be ready for operational use 
trials, to be confirmed by a limited number of operational runs prior to achieving ORD. Although downstream sites will benefit from the 
improved system maturity once the system is operational 24/7 at earlier sites, differences in traffic patterns, airspace configurations, 
interfaces, and traffic levels/complexity from site to site will likely lead to new problems being detected at downstream sites, which will 
require time and effort to correct, and should be factored into the schedule prior to rather than after 10C. 

The time, complexity, and resources needed to achieve continuous operations for other large ATC systems was substantial. NAV 
CANADA's CAA TS system took over 5 years to achieve continuous operation at all 7 centers, with the time from a site's first operational 
use to commissioning at the site ranging from 1 to 25 months, with an average time of approximately 10 months. URET, which is less 
complex than ERAM and not safety-critical, took almost 5 years to roll out to all centers, AirServices Australia's T AAA TS system took 14 
months from 10C to full operation at Melbourne centre, and Ocean21 took 16 months from 10C to full operation at ZOA. More detailed 
information regarding these deployments can be found in Appendix B. 

DR26: Target dates for near-term sites are necessary for planning purposes, but are counter-productive if they are unrealistic. Until at 
least one key site has achieved continuous (2417 for extended periods) operation, subsequent sites' target dates have a high degree of 
uncertainty. Defer establishing precise schedule dates for the waterfall until at least one site has achieved continuous operation. 

DR27: Although there are many differences from facility to facility, their core operations are very similar. SMEs at successfully 
implemented facilities will have developed substantial expertise in system behavior, testing, training, checklists, workarounds, 
adaptation, and interactions with adjacent facilities and terminals. Augmenting new facilities' resources with SMEs from the successfully 
implemented sites will provide a valuable resource that will reduce risk and increase efficiency. 

DR28: The current mechanism for falling back to Host operation relies largely on manual entry. Planned fallbacks are scheduled during 
periods of relatively low traffic volumes, which constrains the scheduling of operational runs. Of greater concern, however, is the 
possible need for unplanned fallback at a time of heavy or complex traffic. Falling back to Host operation would require substantial 
manual effort, which is both time-consuming and an opportunity for error. EBUS, which does not require input of flight data, can be used 
for a short time, but will not necessarily allow high levels of traffic to be handled without restrictions until the manual entry and verification 
needed to complete fallback to Host is completed. A flight data bridge or other mechanism to automatically keep Host updated in case 
of fallback would alleviate this problem. The Southard Data Bridge has been developed by ZSE, and is currently being evaluated for 
certification for national use. 
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10# 

OR29 

DR30 

ORJ) 

DR32 

ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Detailed Recommendations 

Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (20f3) 

Detailed Recommendations 

• Aggressively address the following dependencies/risks in the waterfall planning: 
- ZSE and ZLC have much lower traffic levels than most sites 

• More operational variation in additional sites is likely to increase probability of failure conditions 
that have not yet surfaced 

• Higher traffic levels increase risk and failure recovery complexity (especially if falling back to 
Host during high/peak traffic) 

- New and unique capabilities/interfaces at other sites in the waterfall that have not been thoroughly 
tested at the key sites (e.g., Ocean21, Mexico, N90, OSP, San Juan) 

- Coordination issues between sites need to be addressed to take into account activities with 
adjacent facilities, including other ARTCCs, terminal, tower, international 

- Coordination issues within sites need to be addressed to take into account other activities being 
planned in the facility 

- Holiday (or other special event) moratoriums need to be considered (e.g., Thanksgiving, 
Christmas, airspace redesign) 

- Effort required for integrating merged adaption from all sites into National adaptation 

• Make every effort to proceed to the end of the waterfall with Release 2 before deploying with Release 3 

• The Program Office, with support from the key sites, should be key players in preparation of general 
plans to be used by waterfall sites to prepare for IOC, organize activities and operational evaluations 
between IOC and ORO for the sites. The general plans should be tailored by individual sites to their 
unique operational characteristics. and on how to do so should be provided by the Prowam Office. 

• Additional funding should be made available to sites for refresher training of site personnel prior to 
IOC. Additionally. some funding should be made available to allow for site personnel to visit other 
sites to observe the latter's operational evaluations or tech ops activities during their own preparations 
for IOC and in the IOC-ORO evaluation period. This funding should continue through the waterfall 
schedule and be available to all sites as they prepare for their own IOC. 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (2 of 3) 

DR29: There are dependencies/risks in the waterfall planning that need to be more aggressively addressed. Specifically, ZSE and ZLC have much 
lower traffic levels than most sites, there are unique capabilities/interfaces at other sites in the waterfall that have not been thoroughly tested at the 
key sites (e.g., Ocean 21, Mexico, N90, DSP, San Juan), and there are differences in airspace structure and traffic flows. Operational variation in 
additional sites is likely to lead to encountering problems that were not discovered at earlier sites in the waterfall. Coordination issues between sites 
need to be addressed to take into account activities with adjacent facilities, including other ARTCCs, terminal, tower, and international partners. 

Higher traffic levels increase risk and failure recovery complexity (especially if falling back to Host during high/peak traffic) and may also result in 
workarounds that were acceptable at sites with lower traffic levels/complexity being found unacceptable in the busier, more complex environment. 
Coordination issues within sites need to be addressed to take into account other activities being planned in the facility, such as holiday (or other 
special event) moratoriums, airspace redeSign, and availability of operational staff during busy periods. 

As the system matures and PRs are fixed, a higher proportion of site observed issues are expected to require changes to functional requirements. 
Changes to functional requirements necessitate development of a SIG and CR or a PRED. These are more complicated to resolve since there may 
be alternative changes that need review and coordination across stakeholders including multiple sites. SIG/CRs require 3-4 months on average to 
process. This will need to be considered in developing schedules. A PRED expedites the process but are limited to small changes «75 SlOC). 

DR30: Make every effort to proceed to the end of the waterfall with Release 2 before deploying with Release 3 since new releases will have to be 
deployed to all sites running ERAM in order to maintain a national baseline. Modifications to resolve critical problems discovered during the waterfall 
should be anticipated, and time allowed in the schedule to roll them out. System changes that can be deferred until post-waterfall should be deferred 
to minimize impact on waterfall implementation. 

DR31: The key sites and the Western Region have been instrumental in development of processes for evaluating an ERAM release for confidence in 
its use in an operational setting, and in trying to disseminate their experiences and operational knowledge to other sites. However, the development 
of general procedures to be used at sites should be coordinated at a national level, especially as sites progress past their ORDs and additional sites, 
with very different operational characteristics from previous sites, pass their IOCs. The coordination of tailoring of procedures for individual sites 
should be done under central guidance of the Program Office to avoid duplication of effort across sites and regions and avoid possible conflicts 
between sites. 

DR32: Transition to ERAM will require funding for overtime for both operational and Tech Ops personnel conducting ERAM activities as well as for 
backfill overtime as needed to free them up. Additionally, travel funds are needed for site personnel to visit other sites to observe operational 
evaluations or tech ops activities to help them in their preparation for IOC and in the IOC-ORD period. The Program Office should provide clear 
direction to the sites as to what additional funding is available and what sites are expected to cover from their operating budgets. 
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DR33 

ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Detailed Recommendations 

Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (30f3) 

Detailed Recommendations 

• Include sufficient time in waterfall planning to accommodate more advanced off-line testing at the 
sites, including parallel day-time operations with AT interaction, interface testing with other ERAMs 
and TRACONs, and OIL testing at WJHTC as the approach to verify the suitability of the system for 
specific sites prior to their 10C. 
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Annotations: Detailed Recommendations 
Waterfall Beyond Key Sites (3 of 3) 

OR33: Sufficient time should be included in the waterfall planning to conduct off-line testing and OIL testing at WJHTC as the 
approaches to determine if the system is ready for operational use and can support an IOC. Off-line testing that has been 
demonstrated and exercised at a number of sites should become a standardized way to assess whether the system is ready for 
operational use, including parallel day-time operations with the legacy system, specific AT interactions, and coordinated interface 
testing with other ERAMs and TRACONs using live data. TRACON off-line interface testing with live data and utilizing a modem 
splitter should be pursued to enhance the fidelity of testing at the sites. OIL testing at WJHTC should be emphasized for verification of 
suitability of the system during release testing when the release is targeted for specific sites prior to their IOC. 
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Detailed Findings 
• Categorized detailed findings into the groups below to align with FAA's requested assessment 

areas: 

FAA Program Management Processes 

Lockheed Martin Program Management Processes 

Software Development ProcesseslT ools 

• General Processes 

• Problem Report Processes 

• Problem Report Analysis and Predictive Modeling 

• Configuration Management 

Test and Quality Assurance Procedures 

• Lockheed Martin Development Testing 

• WJHTC Testing 

• Site Testing 

Risk Management/Mitigation Plans 

Deployment and Transition Plans 

Operational Suitability 

• Product Quality/Readiness 

• Training 

• User Acceptance 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 

All the detailed findings are mapped to one or more of the FAA specified key assessment areas as noted below. 

-FAA Program Management Processes 

-Lockheed Martin Program Management Processes 

-Software Development ProcessesfTools 

-{3eneralProcesses 

-Problem Report Processes 

-Problem Report Analysis and Predictive Modeling 

-Configuration Management 

-Test and Quality Assurance Procedures 

-Lockheed Martin Development Testing 

-WJHTC Testing 

-Site Testing 

-Risk Management/Mitigation Plans 

-Deployment and Transition Plans 

-Operational Suitability 

-Product Quality/Readiness 

-Training 

-User Acceptance 
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Finding 

Detailed Findings 
Table 1 of 30 
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and degree 0 f coordination needed for site 
operational testing and deployment activities. OFOI X 
resulting in uncertainty, loss of trust. stress on site, 
slips in IOC. and inability to sustain continuous 
operations. 

• FAA Program Ollicc (including the WJHTC) and 
site personnel have not been etfcctive as a unitied 
team tor some deployment activities at the key sites 

- Communication has not always been suflicient 
(e.g., acknowledgement of required site 
activities leading to ups runs. c()urdination 
between sites, clarification of expectations lor DF02 X 
usc ofrelease at the site prior to Release 2) 

- Although many processes in place for quite some 
time (e.g .• face-Io-face for -2 yrs), currently 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 1 of 30 

DF01: Findings were based on interviews with site personnel and Program Office staff. Site testing and 
deployment required excessive effort on site personnel due to the operational immaturity of the released code and 
testing limitations of the test facilities at WJHTC. The problems resulted in erosion of Program Office and LM 
credibility at the sites and resulted in delays. 

DF02: Communication of plans and issues between Program Office, key sites and WJHTC was not effective earlier 
in the program, but has improved: 

-Problems noted at key sites were not clearly defined 
-Corrective actions and test results were not articulated to the sites 
-Processes for tracking PRs and CRs were not unified or closely coordinated 
-Prioritization of deficiency correction was not unified or understood by all parties 

- Development of the NOL and Must Fix lists has helped correct this problem 
- Benchmarking process has been helpful in correcting this problem 

Deployment problems discovered initially were not addressed directly - technical corrections were not directly 
implemented. Expectations were not managed well between Program Office/LM and key sites. Site staff expected 
deployed code to be more mature and better tested prior to deployment. Limitations in capabilities at WJHTC were 
not identified to site staff. 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 2 of 30 

DF03: The purview of the Program Office does not extend beyond the domain. While efforts are made to 
coordinate ERAM tests, transition, and operations, the Program Office lacks the authority to set priorities and 
schedules for other organizations/facilities upon which ERAM's schedule and success depend. 

DF04: Due to inadequate communication, ERAM stakeholders in field operations lacked a clear, common 
understanding of the level of effort and commitment required to transition to ERAM, particularly at the key sites. The 
number and variety of outstanding problems, the workload associated with accommodating workarounds during 
operation, the need for iterative operational periods of relatively short duration, and the overall time involved in 
progressing from IOC to ORD were all unexpected. 
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DF05: Augmenting workforce training with some of the material previously presented only to SMEs has been 
beneficial. Previous training focused almost entirely on CHI changes, without explaining differences in functionality 
and the rationale for them. A Host vs. ERAM capabilities delta topic has been added to explain new features such 
as the new tracker, Area Of Interest, elimination of special processing for Host-Non-Host, etc, and the benefits the 
new features will provide. This training was provided to the NATCA National Ops Team and was well-received. 
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DF06: The goal of achieving IOC nationally has been over-emphasized, while very little attention has been paid to 
the equally if not more difficult task of getting to continuous operation. The gap between the operational maturity of 
the system and site preparedness necessary for IOC, as currently defined, and for continuous operations is evident 
in the time and effort required to move ZLC and ZSE closer to continuous operations. It has been well over a year 
since IOC at the two key sites, and continuous operation has not yet been achieved. Similar time spans between 
first operational use and system commissioning were found during NAV CANADA's deployment of CAATS. Although 
downstream sites will benefit from the improved system maturity, differences in traffic patterns, airspace 
configurations, interfaces, and traffic levels/complexity from site to site will likely lead to new problems being 
detected at downstream sites, which will require time and effort to correct. For example, although most centers are 
using URET for posting of flight data, ZNY reports that URET's flight data distribution algorithms do not work 
properly in their airspace and are not used. 
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DF07: Sites have initiated regular teleconferences for their service areas and neighbors to fill the information 
vacuum. Salt Lake runs a post-run telecon to inform neighbors of status. Denver has a teleconference which has 
become central-service region-wide. Groups have been formed, e.g. the Adaptation National Workgroup, and very 
good communication paths have been formed for FAST members. Weekly Program Office teleconferences tend to be 
out-briefs in nature, and not sharing of operational concerns. Sites report that early in the program there was a 
national ERAM POC, to whom they could go with any issue or question, but that this position is no longer supported. 
There are few opportunities for ERAM program participants from various sites to work together as a team, sharing 
concerns, plans, and techniques. Opportunities that do exist have often been site-initiated. 

DF08: Sites were coordinating test activities with their neighbors in isolation early on, defining their own testing goals 
and operational schedules, with little advisement or coordination from the Program Office beyond strong 
encouragement, to do operational runs whenever possible. Test activity planning is now coordinated in individual site 
teleconferences with En Route System & Site Planning, looking 3 to 4 weeks out. The Program Office has assisted in 
some cases to provide resources to surrounding facilities during testing and operational runs. 

DF09: Lockheed Martin possesses documented processes that encompass program management and appears to 
adhere to these processes. There is a consistent record of satisfying contract deliverables. LM is involved in all 
aspects of the program and appears to have an effective working relationship with the Program Office. 

DF10: CMMI Level 5 is obtained through an independent evaluation and certification process. LM's Level 5 
certification was validated. LM's process documentation was reviewed and found to be consistent with 
expectations. In TIMs with LM exploring aspects of ERAM software development, the data provided was consistent 
with expectations of a Level 5 organization. 
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DF11: In interviews with LM, it was indicated that the staffing level supported by work on PR resolution and functional 
enhancements in ERAM Release 3 (i.e., ADS-8 and SWIM Flight Information Service) has been sufficient to retain critical 
software skills and domain knowledge. 

DF12: Presentations at recent ERAM PMRs have indicated that the find rate for operationally relevant PRs indicates a 
stable platform. The following slide taken from the September 29, 2010 Lockheed Martin ERAM PMR indicates that the 
ERAM system is suitable for FAA continuous operations. This is counter to the opinion of the key sites. which feel there 
are significant deficiencies that prevent continuous operations. Although the PR modeling indicates a maturing system, the 
I ndependent Assessment Team is not confident that the downward trend of PR spikes at build releases will continue once 
different sites begin operational evaluations in the waterfall schedule, due to the different usage patterns for ERAM 
functionality at various sites. 
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DF13: There are several regularly scheduled teleconference meetings at which AT stakeholders can provide 
their inputs regarding prioritization on recently discovered system problems, including Terminal PR Escalation 
Meeting teleconferences and Internal PR Escalation Meeting teleconferences. 

DF14: Across the numerous program meetings that address PRs, there are several spreadsheets and lists that 
are used. Although the various spreadsheets and lists used for PR meetings are tied to a common base, the LM 
PR database, there is no summary spreadsheet or report that provides a consolidated view of the status of all 
open PRs. Several sites and other stakeholders (e.g., IOT&E) indicated that they had no means to track the 
allocation or disposition of the PRs that were written to address AIMS tickets. Although release materials for an 
ERAM SIW release provide a summary of those PRs addressed in the release, this is more of an asynchronous 
reporting of PR status rather than a continuous tracking capability. 
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Finding 

No consensus on set of changes needed lor 
continuous operations 

- The 208 issues negotiated with ZLC and ZSE 
(aka NOL) is insufficient to achieve continuous 
operations, as evidenced by the additional 
operational problems that continue to be 
identified 

- Additional operational problems being found 
lead to identification of what needs to be fixed, 
but does not necessarily encompass the full 
requirement for continuous operations 

- Plans, expectations, responsibilities, and delivery 
of commitments have not been sufficiently 
communicated and arc not commonly 
understood by all stakeholders 
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DF15: The NOL is a list of problem reports whose resolution was indicated to be required in order for ERAM to 
become operational at the key sites. The list was distilled from a larger set of problems active at a specific point in 
time. Other critical problems have been identified since the list was created, and resolution of some of these critical 
problems will be necessary for extended system operations and nationallOC. Consequently, there now seems to 
be agreement that the NOL needs to be a dynamic list of PRs, and should represent the highest priority operational 
problems to fix. It remains to be determined if all NOL fixes and workarounds that have been developed with key 
sites in mind will be acceptable to downstream waterfall sites (e.g. some manual workarounds are acceptable in 
low-volume environments but become infeasible for high traffic sites). Delivery of fixes for the original NOL problem 
set is expected in the Z-build time frame, but information on drops with fixes for the extended NOL is not widely 
available to other than the key sites. 
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I.M resolution of PRs is constrained hy FAA 
funding and a\'ailability of appropriately-skilled 
personnel (rate as of 09/30/10 is approximately 200 
per month) 

- Program Office has stated that lM consistently 
delivers fixes for PRs according to schedule OFI6 X 

- I.M belicves they could acceleratc PR resolution 
and plans to do so 

- Program Office believes thatlM has more 
limited ability to accelerate resolution ofPRs in 
areas due to lM personnel skill constraints 

Prioritization of new pRs consumes a lot of time 
and effort: may not keep up as more sites 
commence testing and operations 

- Weekly meetings arc resource intensive, with 3 
sites doing operational runs (others at a lower 
rate) OFI7 X 

- Site specific PRs for many sites are very low 
number ( as of 6/30120 10, II sites had fewer 
than 20 site-specific PRs) 

- Lack of operational impact statements in some 
pRs contribute to prioritization issues 
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DF16: LM has indicated that they could increase the rate of fixing PRs currently averaging about 200 per month 
and their plans show they expect to do so. The Program Office expressed doubt that they could do that in areas 
where most of the problems are occurring due to lack of personnel to work those areas. The Program Office stated 
that LM consistently delivers PRs on schedule. The number of PRs that LM is working is constrained by the FAA 
which authorizes LM to work specific PRs at weekly meetings. 

DF17: There are several meetings. typically six. scheduled each week to prioritize PRs. The process consumes a 
significant amount of time and effort. As more sites begin testing and operations. more meetings may be scheduled 
and the process may not be able to keep up as more PRs are generated. In addition. the lack of an operational 
impact statement in a PR slows the process of prioritization since more discussion is required during the meetings. 
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Finding 

More issues that require new functionality are 
expected to be found as system matures and as sites 
go opemtiona[; these will be the more complicated 
issues to resolve; sehedu[e needs to account for this 
additional time 
- Reso[ving issues that require changes to 

requirements (i.e .• S[G/CR) with operational 
impact is a long process (3-4 months on 
avemge) 

- Engineering Directives (pRE Os) permit faster 
resolution but only for changes that arc less than 
75 SLOC 

- Requirements lor site testing places additional 
burdcn on downstrcam sites and could ani:ct 
waterfall dates 

Detailed Findings 
Table 10 of 30 
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DF18: As the system matures and PRs are fixed, a higher proportion of site- observed issues are expected to 
require changes to functional requirements. Changes to functional requirements necessitate development of a SIG 
and CR or a PRED. These are more complicated to resolve since there may be alternative changes that need 
review and coordination across stakeholders including multiple sites. SIG/CRs require 3-4 months on average to 
process. This will need to be considered in developing schedules. A PRED expedites the process but is limited to 
small changes «75 SLOC). Additional time and resources need to be allocated for site(s) to test new functionality. 
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Convergence orthe overoll PR lind to fix rotc is yet 
to occur as evidenced in LM PMR material dated 
29 September 20 I 0 

- For example, per LM PMR material, over the 
past 6 months, the avcroge find rate was 296 and 
the avcroge fix rote: was 247; for next 6 months, 
the average find rotc is predicted to be 437 and 
the avcrogc fix rotc is predictcd to be 329 

- Convergence of highest priority items is required 
for developing a realistic schedule DFI9 X X 

- Racklog of open PRs is growing and projected 
by LM til continue til grow 

- According to the information in the Ruild "y" 
Exit Rrier: testing at LM and WJlITC identified 
56 new PRs, not including 52 AIMS tickets that 
were opened during the ops evals 

- Lockheed Martin has stated that current le\'elof 
PR linds is consistent with expectations at this 
stage of deployment 
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DF19: Data on the overall rate of fixing PRs relative to finding PRs indicate that fixes are not keeping 
up with finding new PRs nor do LM projections indicate they will catch up so the backlog will continue 
to grow. Data from recent testing on Builds Y and Z indicates a significant number of newly observed 
PRs and AIMS tickets opened from Ops Eval: for Build Y it was 56 new PRs and 52 AIMS tickets; for 
Build Z it was 72 new PRs and 63 AIMS tickets. 
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No problems observed in LM's S/W Configuration 
Management 

- LM SfW CM processes arc highly honed, very 
repeatable. Nu problems wilh suftware builds ur 
regressions have been reponed tu be attribuled 
10 CM processes 

- No evidence ufCM problems due 10 distribuled 
workforce and external panner contributors 01'20 X 

- S/w CM closely tics management of functional 
conlenl of releases wilh management of code 
modifications to address PRs 

- LM integrates their PR resolutiOn/fix process and 
the SIG/CR process into the ongoing 
development process and the CM oflhe 
resulting SW builds 

W JIITC has demonstrated the ability to accept onl 
weekly builds and conduct applicable tests 

X 

LM de\'elopmcnt testing prior to GA followed what 
was specified in Ihe ERAM contract regarding what 01'22 X 
to test and how to characterize results 
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DF20: Reviews of a variety of LM documents and interviews with FAA, LM, and key site personnel found no problems 
in LM's SIW Configuration Management processes or practices. LM SIW CM processes are highly honed and very 
repeatable, as would be expected of a CMMI Level 5 organization. No problems with software builds or regressions 
have been reported as being attributable to CM processes. There have been some reports from sites regarding 
functionality regressions and bug repetitions across ERAM releases, but these have not been attributed to faulty CM 
practices. Rather, they are attributed to the complexities of concurrent development with fielding and maintenance 
activities and possibly due to incomplete analysis of overall effects on functionality as approaches to remedy PRs are 
analyzed, and abbreviated regression testing. LM has a distributed workforce on ERAM, including SIW contributors 
from external partners. There has been no evidence of CM problems due to the distributed workforce on ERAM. 

Current SIW releases of ERAM combine functionality new to the particular releases, whether planned or for CRs, 
along with code modifications to address PRs identified in earlier releases and builds. LM SIW CM closely ties 
management of new functionality with code modifications to address PRs. LM has also been effective in integrating 
their PR resolution/fix process and the SIG/CR processes into the ongoing development process and in overall CM 
control of the SIW. Other findings indicate some dissatisfaction from the sites regarding visibility of these processes 
and into build content and status of PRs; these other findings are not CM issues but rather are issues in the PR and 
build content determination processes. 

DF21: Incremental releases to fix PRs and implement SIGs are being developed on almost a weekly basis. The 
WJHTC SLS team has demonstrated the ability to receive these builds and, along with LM, conduct the appropriate 
tests. See DF25. 

DF22: The LM DT program conformed to the specific test requirements contained in the contract and included 
CSCIIProduct testing, FAT, 1&1, System Tests, and Regression Tests. The QRO monitored the lower level software 
tests, as well as the Factory and System Level tests at the WJHTC to ensure that LM's Quality Assurance processes 
were being followed. The AJP test team at the WJHTC monitored some of the lower-level software tests, but focused 
on the Factory and System-Level Tests. 
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WHITC testing overall lor ERAM is extensive. but 
there arc significant limitations in replicating the 
configurations and situations that are experienced at 
the sites 

- Constraints on use of actual interlaces and 
concurrent use of other systems and lab facilities 

· For example,limited number and limited 
conliguration of I ive interfaces (one STARS. 
line ARTS). lither interfaces simulated 

· No common simulation capability lor 
simultaneous inputs to interfacing automation 

DF23 
systems 

· Incompatible build adaptation cycles across 
interlacing systems 

- Decisions on test configurations (e.g .• number of 
live sectors. interfaces) arc made based on test 
objcctives. resource and time availability, and 
cost-benefit trade-ull' 

- Recent proposals (t\\11 SIGs) have been developed 
to increase Tech Center test bed capabilities to 
support concurrent test programs (reduce lab 
contention) and future needs 
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DF23: The WJHTC has many lab capabilities to conduct ERAM testing. Three labs were used, sometimes 
concurrently, for DT preparation and execution, as well as OT preparation and dry-runs. There were a variety of 
simulation capabilities used; both internal to ERAM (e.g., SIME) and external (e.g., the TGF). However there were 
limitations in the labs' ability to fully replicate an operational site and operational conditions. By necessity, there is a 
limited set of physical controller positions in each lab, although data can be sent to simulated positions that represent 
a full site for stress and workload testing. Testing of interfaces is limited by the number of actual interfaces available, 
so many of the interfaces are simulated. In addition, for interfacing systems that are available in other WJHTC labs 
(e.g., STARS, ARTS), build and adaptation update cycles are different from ERAM, so there are system 
incompatibilities which affect the ability to use a common simulation platform. Therefore, testing has to be carefully 
planned to ensure that the lab capabilities are efficiently used to meet the test objectives and schedule. 

LM and the WJHTC have recently prepared two SIGs that propose solutions to some of these shortfalls; one for the 
short term and one for the long term. The proposals include adding processors and memory, adding physical 
positions, improved simulation generation, and adding another 65-sector lab and a second Test and Training Lab. 
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Although formal Operntional Testing at WJIITC did 
uncover R13ny problems. it did not uncovcr the: 
thousands of AIMS tickets that eventually appeared 
through site testing 

- Over 3000 ORs found in OT 

- There were only a residual of 62 PRs/SIGs and 40 0F24 

AIMS tickets that remaincd open at the: 
conclusion of formal Operational Testing 

- Program strntegy was to perform OT on an earlier 
\'ersion of the system that was not intended to go 
operational 

Release testing at W JHTC in prepamtion for initial 
site testing is improving. and is better integrated with 
concurrent testing by LM I&T 

- Tcst sets are being expanded to address identified 
problems and process improvements made 
(including Oil. testing) 

01'"25 - Includes field personnel for Operational 
Evaluations . Core NATCA National Team at W JI rrc is 

involvcd for ongoing testing and is augnlented 
with additional field representatives for Op 
Evals 
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DF24: Formal OT was conducted in three phases, plus a Regression phase for the Sync Build. According to the 
final OT Report, 3,245 DRs were opened during preparation and formal OT testing. Since OT was primarily 
conducted on earlier versions of software that were not intended to be used operationally, many of these were 
closed since they had not been found in later builds. Others could not be recreated, or were deemed "Working as 
Designed". By the end of OT, 62 DRs were converted to PRs or SIGs, and 40 were converted to AIMS tickets for 
further tracking. 

DF25: The SLS team has been working with LM to thoroughly test each software build which are being developed 
on an almost weekly basis. They have a full suite of tests that is more extensive than DT and combines tests from 
DT and ~T. Tests that range from AT Operations to Failure Modes to DIL are performed on the build as appropriate 
to the PR fixes and functionality included. In addition, SLS facilitates operational evaluations by operational field 
representatives to verify PRs and eRs. The Exit Briefing that is presented with each final release contains a table 
that indicates which tests were conducted on each build/increment. 
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An AT checklist has been developed to provide 
consistent assessment among releases; its level of 

DF26 
effectiveness remains to he demonstrated at this 
time 

"Day-in-Life" (OIL) Simulation Testing has been 
shown to be effective in preparation for initial site 
testing and operational use releases 

- Simulates aspects of site environment and finds 
some problems that would otherwise go 
undetected until site evaluations 

• As of the 29 September 2010 PMR, there 
have been 282 problems identified through 

DF27 OIL testing 

- Docs not simulate extensive range of direct 
controller inputs or interface details 

- Development authorized for 9 sites; ')rugram 
Ollice intends to authori7£ development lor all 
sites; signi ficant effort to develop 

- Requires site personnel and expertise to develop 
more effective OIL scenarios 
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OF26: To support the operational evaluations during the incremental build/regression testing, an 
AT checklist has been developed. This is a comprehensive set of AT commands and actions that 
ensures that all AT functions are exercised and consistency is maintained in testing the different 
builds. There are thousands of commands listed, so it is unclear how many commands are 
actually exercised or how effective this checklist is. 

OF27: OIL testing has been created to run the system against typical traffic and events that can 
occur over a 24 hour period for specific sites (although the OIL scenario is typically much shorter 
than 24 hours, compressing the events). It is based on a compilation of SAR data (different days 
and time periods) that cover site operations throughout the day. It is rather labor-intensive to 
create the scenarios, but it has proven to detect some problems that would not have been 
detected by other tests. To date, scenarios for about half of the sites have been created; it is 
anticipated that the remainder will also be created. 
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• Operational runs over periods sometimes extending 
beyond seven days have becn conducted that resulted 
in signilicant problem discovery and lixes. This is 
labor-intensive. 

- LM considers key site operational runs as "3M 

phase of testing" that is needed for problem 
diseo\'ery and fix verification (waterfall site 
testing is considered 4'" phase) 

- FAA Program Oniec docs not believe 
operational runs at sites are ''1ests,'' but 
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acknowledges that more problems arc identified 
during extended operational runs 

- Sites believe it is necessary to conduct longer 
duration operational runs when the system can 
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fix verilication to build user conlidence 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 16 of 30 

DF28: Operational runs over periods sometimes extending beyond seven days have been conducted that resulted 
in significant problem discovery and fixes. This is labor-intensive. LM considers operational runs at the key sites as 
the third phase of testing, needed for problem discovery and fix verification, and considers operational use during 
the remainder of the waterfall as the fourth phase of testing. The FAA Program Office does not consider operational 
runs as tests, although acknowledges that problems are discovered during them. Sites agree with the need for long 
operational runs when confidence has been gained, although they consider short duration runs when traffic is light 
acceptable for fix verification and confidence building. 
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01'29 continuous operation at each site 

- Daytime operations provides more stress on the 
system and exercises more aspects ofthe system 
due to higher traffic levels 

The current FAA risk documentation dnes not cover 
program risks related to deployment including: 

• [fuser acceptance does not improve then. 
deployment will be delayed at key sites 

• I fthere is signi ficant rework required to lix 
problems belare attaining ORO at each site (PRs, 
CRs) then. schedule and cost will be impacted 
(Waterfall deployment schedule risk has been 
identified) 01'30 X X 

• Ifthe discovery rate is low due to limited 
operational time at relatively simple sites then, the 
rate of generating PRs and CRs may increase as 
deployment proceeds at more complex sites 
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- [f there are significant site differences. additional 
development rnay be required to accommodate 
each new site 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 17 of 30 

DF29: Operational runs conducted during periods of high traffic levels/complexity (typically during the daytime) exercise 
the system's functions and capacity more effectively than short runs conducted during periods of very low traffic (typically 
the mid shift). Long duration runs, which include higher traffic levels, more complex traffic, more interaction with 
neighboring sites, and use by a greater cross-section of the facility's controllers can provide confirmation of the system's 
stability and its readiness for continuous operation. These runs are effective when using a system that is characterized 
as operationally acceptable through appropriate benchmarking prior to the run. 

DF30: FAA risk documentation does not cover program risks related to deployment schedule, including lack of user 
acceptance, significant rework required for each waterfall site, and current discovery rate at key sites is lower than 
discovery rate at more complex waterfall sites. 
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Finding 

The FAA risk registry contains 13 active risks, none 
of whieh are pertinent to site deployment 

The fAA risk registry contains 10 deployment rclated 
risks that were closed prematurely 

• 9 of these risks were closed at or before attaining 
loe at the key siles 

The LM risk register has I risk related to waterfall 
deployment schedule but does not provide suflicient 
visibility into thc problem or mitigation actions 

• New releases will need to be fully lested and 
redeployed to sites already running ERAM. which 
must be accounted for in the waterfall schedule 

- Experience to date with the initial 3 siles 
indicates thai there are significant operational 
diflerences site to site (e.g. posting key 
characters at ZSE. not ZLC) 

- Deployment to additional siles will likely 
identify more issues that need 10 be addressed 
for follow-on releases 

- Level of detail in waterlall schedule is 
insuflicient 10 idenlifY iflhis is included 

Detailed Findings 
Table 18 of 30 
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DF31: There are 13 active risks in the FAA risk register as noted below 
-Training (6 risks) 
-Release 3 (4 risks) 
-Software support (Ada) (1 risk) 
-COTS end of life (1 risk) 
-Security compliance (1 risk) 

DF32: 10 presently relevant risks (FAA) were closed and not replaced with more specific risks: 
-Test and deployment support 

FAA support to test programs 
Consistent use of trained SMEs 
Maintaining operations with multiple configurations 

-User acceptance 
Communication of differences between Host and ERAM 
ERAM interface issues uncovered at operational sites 
ERAM Release 2 and 3 Schedules leapfrog resource needs 
Site ability to support multiple simultaneous deployment 
ERAM release 1 meeting user expectations 

·ERAM deployment to account for local needs and anomalies 
·ERAM Site Waterfall Will be Difficult to Staff With Experienced ERAM 1& T Personnel 

Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 18 of 30 

DF33: Key program risks were identified however, many were closed while similar risks still remain 
• Example: Risks 3,10,24,37,47 were closed and replaced with risk 104 (Waterfall schedule) 
• Waterfall schedule includes components of the other risks but does not allow adequate management visibility to mitigate individual 
risk elements 

DF34: Experience with sites using ERAM indicates that there are significant site-to-site operational differences. These include obvious 
differences such as international interfaces as well as different practices, e.g., posting key characters at ZSE but not at ZLC. It is likely that 
critical problems will be encountered at downstream facilities in the waterfall that will require software modifications to resolve. New releases 
will have to be deployed to all sites running ERAM in order to maintain a national baseline. Modifications to resolve critical problems 
discovered during the waterfall should be anticipated, and time allowed in the schedule to roll them out. The level of detail in the waterfall 
schedule is insufficient to determine whether time and resources have been allocated for this. 
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Benchmarking process to establish l'Cadiness of 
operational system usc has a better likelihood of 
success than what was used over past two years. 
which established sehedules without specific 
operational criteria for decision points 

- Driven by capability more than schedule - if 
capability fails. schedule must be reassessed and 
can move out 

- Addresses expectations for release by Program 
DF35 X 

Ollice and site 

- Relatively new documented process, site driven 
(draft developed in early May; has been used by 
key sites for evaluating Releases Y and Z for 
operational runs) 

- May need to be modilied (streamlined) lur sites 
later in the waterlall 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 19 of 30 

DF35: The benchmarking process was developed primarily by the key sites and was a grass-roots effort to define a 
process to take an ERAM release drop through installation, testing, and evaluation phases in order to assess 
operational suitability. Prior to its establishment there was no general process for the key sites to follow to evaluate 
an ERAM software build to prepare for operational evaluation. The process defines different testing levels, and 
informs AT and operations personnel to come to agreement on how the new build should move forward to 
operational use. The estimated time period for deployment of a new build is on the order of three weeks. Adoption 
of this process allows the sites to systematically analyze a build, and allows them to drive the process, increasing 
user acceptance and expectations for the operational runs. 
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improved effectiveness 
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deficiencies from the prior release resulted in 

010'36 
ineffective use of site resources and contributed 
to low user acceptance 

- Approach to implement an emergency software 
drop on build Y at ZLC in August eroded user 
confidence somewhat, but tested whether an 
emergency drop can work after or near transition 
to continuous operations 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 20 of 30 

DF36: The "leap frog" approach to releasing software that was known to be unsuitable for continuous operations 
resulted in significant effort at key sites with no clear payback from an operational perspective. 

The emergency drop of build Y was to fix a sector specific problem. Build Y doesn't include fixes for all the NOL 
discrepancies or other problems uncovered in testing therefore; the emergency drop was not going to lead directly to 
continuous operations at ZLC, but it provided a means to exercise the system operationally at the expense of 
additional work at the site. 
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continuous operations at the key sites 
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- New PRs arc being identified (OIlier the original DF37 
208 on the NOL) while testing the X, Y and Z 
builds that may need to be fixed for continuous 
operations 

- Current indication is that the drop thatlbllows 
the Z build by about a month should contain the 
majority of fixes that have been identified by the 
key sites as nccessary for continuous operations 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
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DF37: Release Z includes fixes to the NOL list but doesn't incorporate all known "must fix for continuous operations" 
deficiencies. Contents of follow-on releases are not fully defined so it's unclear when all known "must fix for 
continuous operations" deficiencies are planned to be completed. Since attaining continuous operations at the key 
sites is crucial to the follow-on deployments, better coordination and planning is needed to manage user expectations 
and improve user acceptance of ERAM. Deploying multiple releases with known deficiencies increases the site labor 
required and contributes to poor user acceptance. 

There are multiple deficiency lists being maintained by multiple groups without clear correlation, which makes tracking 
progress difficult. 
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• OIT-line operational testing at sites has been 
conducted by numerous sites as a means to verify 
system viability and ve:nfy fixe:s. This testing includes 
ERAM-to-ERAM testing and parallel operations \\lth 
the legacy system. including AT interactions during 
the: day with high tramc levels. In addition, a site:-
proposed ERAM to TRACON te:st me:chanism using a 
modem-splitter appears promising as a means to test 
interface interactions with TRACONs in an on~linc 
mode Df38 

- Isolated Active testing, especially as conducted 
at ZSE with the Southard Data Bridge, enable:d 
the site to test new software builds and identily 
some: site-specific problems, independent of 
operations 

- Isolated Active testing at ZLC has been 
constrained, due to lack of data bridge, allowing 
flight data to get "stale" and is Ie:ss elTective than 
ZSE's approach for longer duration testing 
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DF38: Off-line operational testing at sites has been conducted by numerous sites as a means to verify system viability 
and verify fixes. This testing includes ERAM-to-ERAM testing and parallel operations with the legacy system, 
including AT interactions during the day with high traffic levels. In addition, a site-proposed ERAM to TRACON test 
mechanism using a modem-splitter appears promising as a means to test interface interactions with TRACONs in an 
off-line mode 

-Use of the Southard data bridge with isolated active mode of operations at ZSE has proven effective at 
defining problems without impacting operations 

-Lack of the data bridge at ZLC increases the difficulty of off-line testing in an isolated mode. This could impact 
deployment at waterfall sites if the data bridge or an equivalent application is not available for off-line testing. 
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There is concern that an unplanned fallback might 
be needed during high traffic periods (especially at 
some high-traffic waterfall sites). "nich "uuld 
require a high level of manual input of flight plans 
to continue operations on I/ost 

- No flight data bridge in baseline design to keep 
DF39 

I lost flight data up-to-date for potential fall back 
fromERAM 

- Fall back to EBUS. which does oot have night 
data, can be uti[i7.c:d for a short duratiun 

Depluyment of softwarc:Jsystem fur operational use 
at the site is very complex; expertise is being 
develuped OIl key siles as a result of deployment DF40 
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OF39: The current mechanism for falling back to Host operation relies largely on manual entry. Planned fallbacks are 
scheduled during periods of relatively low traffic volumes, which constrains the scheduling of operational runs. Of 
greater concern, however, is the possible need for unplanned fallback at a time of heavy or complex traffic. Falling 
back to Host operation would require substantial manual effort, which is both time-consuming and an opportunity for 
error. EBUS, which does not require input of flight data, can be used for a short time, but will not necessarily allow 
high levels of traffic to be handled without restrictions until the manual entry and verification needed to complete 
fallback to Host is completed. A flight data bridge or other mechanism to automatically keep Host updated in case of 
fallback would alleviate this problem. The Southard Oata Bridge has been developed by ZSE, and is currently being 
evaluated for certification for national use. 

OF40: Personnel at both key sites have developed a substantial body of expertise in areas including adaptation, 
training, test scenarios and checklists, ATC operation, system configuration and maintenance, workaround 
development, and managing the logistics of scheduling, preparing for, and conducting operational runs. Other sites 
have indicated that they would benefit from the key sites' expertise. Some have had the opportunity to observe at key 
sites and found it very useful. For example, ZMP has sent people to ZSE to participate in ZSE testing and look at 
ZSE's scenarios. ZOA visited ZSE and reported that they "got a tremendous amount out of it" and would send more of 
their SMEs if funding permitted. 

OF41: Waterfall planning lacks detail. Sites have said that they would be greatly helped by a detailed roadmap for 
getting to 10C. Need for additional guidance has been voiced in areas including conversion of Initial Qualification 
Training problems to ERAM, adaptation conversion, test scenario and checklist generation, system configuration for 
various activities, use of shadow mode, use of Isolated Active, etc. Guidance on activities required to go from 10C to 
continuous operations is even less detailed. Planning does not include specifics reflecting unique (or nearly unique) 
characteristics of each facility's airspace, traffic patterns, busy periods, special events, etc. For the waterfall to begin, 
enough time must be allotted for activities at the key sites after the 10TRO, including 10T&E conduct and results 
preparation (at least 7 weeks) and time for the ISO Executive Secretariat to prepare all the information needed to 
make the ISO. 
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DF42: The time, complexity, and resources needed to go from IOC to continuous operation for other large ATC systems 
is substantial. NAV CANADA's CMTS system took over 5 years to achieve continuous operation at all 7 centers, with 
the time from a site's first operational use to commissioning at the site ranging from 1 to 25 months, with an average 
time of approximately 10 months. URET, which is less complex than ERAM and not safety-critical, took almost 5 years 
to roll out to all centers, AirServices Australia's TAMTS system took 14 months from IOC to full operation at Melbourne 
centre, and Ocean21 took 16 months from IOC to full operation at ZOA. 
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OF43: No significant issues have been found with the ERAM software architecture. Fault tolerance and fault recovery 
features necessary for use in the NAS appear adequate. Although the overall system does recover from failures of 
individual software components, it is not desirable that the system have to exercise that capability on a frequent basis. 

OF44: Lockheed Martin possesses documented software development processes that have enabled it to achieve CMMI 
LevelS, the highest level (http://www.seLcmu.edu/cmmiD. The process documents reviewed and the software 
development data obtained were consistent with expectations. The independent CMMI appraisal results were verified 
(http://sas.seLcmu.edu/pars/pars detail.aspx?a=10667). 

OF4S: The ERAM system employs failure recovery mechanisms that support service availability despite software 
component failures. Nevertheless, the frequency and type of encountered failures can be suggestive of system stability 
issues that will become manifested with expanded deployment and operation. For this reason, LM asserts that such 
software component failures receive the utmost scrutiny and expedited problem resolution and, as a result, the current 
system is very stable (ERAM MITRE Review, 17 June; TIM with ERAM software development team, 1 July; IAT fact 
check with LM, 26 July; TIM with LM re stability, 8 September). This assessment does not agree with the stability 
assertion. Stability issues exist. Software component failures continue to be observed in site operations (including the 9 
day operational run at ZLC key site in September/October on Release ZO) and in release regression testing. The 
failures are varied, not related to a specific cause or confined to a specific CSC!. Recent examples include the 
following PRs: 
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TITLE 

STRESS TKS failed from CRITlCAL_AS]AILURE on eIlB when ellA 
sello I\cIIVO 

STRESS IFB f8ilod from FLS.FUGHT.DB.FUGHT_NOT_FOUNOon 

eIlB when aot to Activo 

RR DllIZDC· TKS fadod Wllh excepl<en FDKCRITICAL_AS_FAILURE 

ZLC: POGN Falls when BGS processos GSM From LGSM 

ZFW BS gollhe constralnl error loyong sutllrncl1 from 0 

ZAU. DIsplay Applicallon Falluro on FDP2 du"ng an AIM Role 

ZMP: GMS failure duo 10 Inlomal Dala Error 

MCG fallure...nen selocllng Floghl-SInp.p"nler-S4nong from GUI 

Slros. TMS fails from FDKCOM. WASMM.SMM_LlMIT _EXCEEDED 

OIL ZAB CPB ARGUMENT_ERROR oxcapllon in a",.-srclan Ihrough 

"I'I'1y_hUlner 

FM 80SM fads WIth QTS_SHM_EXCEEDED_LIMIT after TMS FG 
Crash on Ihe SyncP 

SYSRUN FDM failure processing requesl far fhght 

SYSRUN IFB failure· EIP Irylng 10 fond delelod plan 

SIG821T2. RPD Core Dump 

ZLC • SET Failure and Core Dump While Processing Conn,e! Alen Dala 

TRANS IA 1 fafls after warm reslan CIf backup channel 

ZLC • CHAN B SYNC and ApplIcatIons faIled 

FM: Multlplo FDM failuros on Backup channel aller FDM_OU faun 
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ESI IAl address faIled on Fpl Dyn code 
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fpa_sorver request 
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DF46: To ensure NAS data standardization and promote operational consistency, ERAM is employing a national 
adaptation process. The process involves integration of nationally defined adaptation data (WJHTC) with locally 
defined adaptation data (ERAM sites) in a multi-step process ending in dissemination of configuration managed 
adaptation data to each site. The current duration of an ERAM adaptation cycle is problematic with respect to both 
development, using the EADP tool, and distribution. The problem was identified by numerous sites (6 site interviews 
- ZSE, ZLC, ZLA, ZKC, ZFW, ZJX). During ERAM deployment, the problem is exacerbated by the need to also 
provide and maintain adaptation for the legacy systems. In response, enhancements have been made to the 
adaptation tools and process and more are anticipated. 

DF47: The "known state" of delivered builds has not always been communicated effectively to the sites. Several 
instances have occurred of impact to operations by known problems (Le., problems identified in testing at WJHTC or 
LM) of which the operating site was unaware. Efforts have been made to enhance the information provided to sites; 
similar problems have not been observed in recent operational runs. 
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DF48: Tech Ops training for many of the sites occurred over two years ago, performed using a nascent ERAM build with many 
deficiencies. Documentation was in early versions, and was lacking in detail and guidance; this continues to be an issue but 
there are indications that the documentation is improving. ERAM tools and capabilities have changed since those early builds, 
making the earlier training obsolete. Tech Ops personnel consistently report difficulty locating the information they need to do 
their jobs, lacking documentation for ERAM configured hardware instead of vendor-generic manuals. The part numbering is 
inconsistent with other programs, and part numbers are difficult to identify and procure. Reduced sparing of parts is of concern 
to some support personnel. EADP, the ERAM adaptation tool, was deficient in early releases, but has progressed significantly. 
Adaptation maintenance is still much more labor intensive and complex than with Host, and requires significant support 
resources. Sites also report having to develop procedures on their own, resulting in a nationwide duplication of effort. 

DF49: The NOL provides an example of high priority problems identified during site operations. The most recent operational 
runs at the key sites using the ZD release also resulted in a significant number of critical and high AIMS tickets. 

DF50: Operational runs have been executed with ERAM builds with known deficiencies. Many deficiencies have defined 
workarounds available. Site operational runs to date have relied on utilization of additional controller resources to provide safety 
backup and to assist with problem identification. When more than a few workarounds are involved, workload increases and can 
exceed the benefit resulting from continuing with a long run. Earlier key site runs required familiarization with a significant 
number of workaround procedures (e.g., the June 2010 ZLC briefing listed 22 workarounds for controllers) . On a number of 
occasions, the sites have terminated long runs due to workload level, significant new problems identified, and safety risk. 
Additionally, some workarounds may not be suitable for all sites due to differences in operational procedures or air traffic volume 
among sites (for example, manual hand-offs of flights in certain situations may be acceptable in lower traffic volumes but would 
be arduous at high-volume sites). ZDV specifically noted that traffic volume affects its ability to tolerate workarounds and also 
its ability to tolerate inefficient message entry sequences. 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 28 of 30 

DF51: Key sites' early focus was on identifying those problems that were preventing them from achieving 
continuous operations. As more sites experimented with ERAM, other deficiencies were identified and fixes were 
sometimes delivered which addressed the new item without sufficient assessment of the effect on existing 
functionality or its use at particular sites. This erodes confidence in the regression testing capability to identify 
problems, and enhances concern with each build that previously validated functionality will remain intact. 

ZLC has taken the approach that their testing should include changes that affect other sites. This is consistent 
with the traditionallOT&E approach that their evaluation is based on a system's readiness for national 
deployment. However, with significant functionality to be added for downstream sites, they are re-evaluating this 
strategy for ERAM. 

DF52: Resources are required at TRACONS, towers, and neighboring centers during live operations, to validate 
operations and be prepared to resolve any unsafe situations. Facilities have reported a range of problems from 
handoff errors to errant strip printing. One critical incident of a Host "loop" impacted Chicago during a ZLC ERAM 
operational run. 
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Finding 

In Build Y it was not possible to transition Irom one 
version of the system (including adaptation) on one 
channel to another version of the system on the other 
channel. which would prevent long tenn continuous 
operations (e.g .• would need to take dO\m system to 
load new version) 

Although plans exist defining activities leading up to 
site IOes, specific procedural guidance lor activities 
alter IOe has lacked in detail and is being 
augmented with site-specific activities (e.g., 
procedures to transition ERAM into and out of 
operational use is not consistent at the key sites and 
no general guidance has been provided to future 
sites). Also, procedures for sites to follow for 
general preparation for operational usc ofERAM 
were developed by the key sites rather than being 
provided as guidance. Sites have indicated they 
would benefit Irom the experience and expertise of 
the key sites. but the activities to promote this have 
not been centrally organized. except in limited cases. 

Detailed Findings 
Table 29 of 30 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 29 of 30 

DF53: To support continuous operations and avoid the planned downtimes that adversely impact legacy system availability, the 
ERAM architecture enables update of the system software and adaptation on the backup channel. To enable channel 
synchronization and operational switch over between operating and backup channels, software versioning mechanisms and 
functions have been developed to mediate differences between software releases. Specifically, backwards compatibility will be 
provided for as many as two prior releases. As late as build Y, it was not possible to transition from one version of the system on 
one channel to another version of the system on the other channel. Continuous operation is not possible without this capability. It 
appears that this issue is currently being addressed in Build Z. 

DF54: Although plans exist defining activities leading up to site IOCs, specific procedural guidance for various activities after IOC 
and during sites' operational evaluations of ERAM have lacked detail. Examples of this are the procedures for transitioning ERAM 
into and out of operation, for preparations and evaluation of the readiness of an ERAM release for operational use at a site, and 
for evaluations during operational use of ERAM of the feasibility of continuing operations. 

An example of the lack of guidance to sites on ERAM operational transitions is provided by the adoption of very different 
procedures at ZLC and ZSE for falling back to host operations (ref DF38 and DF39). An example of a lack of guidance on 
evaluating ERAM for suitability for an operational evaluation is the fact that the key sites had to develop a benchmarking process to 
establish their confidence of the readiness of an ERAM release for operational use (ref DF35). The sites have recognized the 
efficacy of disseminating information and processes among themselves, and have spawned activities to do so without guidance or 
organization from the Program Office, except in limited cases (e.g., the September 2010 Ft. Worth meeting of AT site 
representatives with the Program Office, and the ongoing coordination provided by the National Adaptation Working Group). 
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Finding 

• Limited funds arc available lor site personnel to visit 
key sites to observe operational evaluation or tech 

Detailed Findings 
Table 30 of 30 
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ops activities, benefit from lessons-learned at the key 
DF55 

sites . 

• Tech ops personnel staffing levels arc more limited 
than A TC personnel at sites. arc much more DF56 
constrained during operational evaluations due to their 
limited numbers. 
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Annotations: Detailed Findings 
Table 30 of 30 

DF55: The hard-won experience and lessons learned at the key sites should not have to be replicated. Other sites can benefit 
directly from this experience by interacting with key site personnel and by observing/participating in key site activities to take 
advantage of that experience. Currently, a lack of funds is inhibiting travel to key sites, constraining this transfer of knowledge and 
increasing the effort and risk associated with advancing ERAM status at other sites. 

DF56: Operating an unproven system is very demanding on tech ops. Tech ops is responsible for ensuring service availability 
and quality while employing potentially challenging technical workarounds, responding to unanticipated conditions, ensuring 
availability of fallback paths to legacy systems, and collecting data to assess and evaluate observed problems. This is 
accomplished with limited numbers of personnel who must also continue to meet their responsibilities for legacy system operation 
and support. An iterative pattern of operational runs without progressing to continuous operations is a significant drain on 
resources. 
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FederICI Avl:>h,,, 
AC:"nj"'i$'trC'!'!~!1 

JUN 0 1 2010 

Aj)3.."':\ Sinha 
Vice: Pre!;dt~l. MITRE CAASD 
7S I S Colsbi~e Dr .• 1\15 :\642 
\IcLe4l1, VA 22102 

Dear :l.lr. Sinl-..1.: 

:\s we dis;:um~d in rccml me~linys "';Ih you. there ;!TC c<'nC.~:lS fO!;llrdinG Ihe cunent s:a:~5 
and ch311engL'lI thJt lit!: EIt":;'1 program h~, exrer!cllced wh:ch 1::I.\·e led us 10 ackn')wled~. 
the need to inili3te an independent re";ew ofth: co:np~~r.:nsh·e I'fo!lram. We: would like 
for the fO\'iew lJ ~ canducl:d under "liTRE ltad:rsh:;-.:u:d for the tea::: to ~ cn:r.~:is<d cf 
both FAA and DoD 0: co:r.rner:l:11 cXJ)e:1:so:. Itis also im~r:~::t for :1:: revic"'tt'~: 
initiated no IlItCr t!:':'!l Jlln: I. We would e~pcCl a., interim reron to ~ sl:bm;lI~d alier 
60 days, and Ih. tin.,1 rcpon b)' O:lo!)~r I. 

The plOglMII re~:': .. should ir.c!"d.lL'I assci£:r.:n: c(\\I-.aI eira:rn=:es I"d to II-.c curr:nl 
,lalUS (behind schedule). :md \\bat emy w3mill8 mm.()(h me prngr:l::1 te:\m I",,", in pl&Ce. 
lhe leview should .. ISll i."lc\udc sj>ocific findinSll!ll:! :(comm~ndatiO.'\s r~.~rdin!l both fAA 
and I.oekheed Mtll'lin proj/r.un men31!cment r-roccdure.·~r~clic"s. We alill :cqu .. llh.u ~'OU 
m:skc a." CS5e$sm~nl orl!~ Joftw,," c!~\'eIOi':ncnl 1001s. ::31 II::d quality assun.,ce 
p:r.c:edures, risk rr.3r.a£-:m~nt!mitiS':lion 1'1ZM. d:p~o)1'I\tn: a..":.d tr:...,sition pl.:ns a.:::! 
0ra'ct:o:lal ~uilabilily dettrrr.:nation steps tmp!o~'t'd by 11:. rro)[:t:tm office. The I:~m 
5hol:ld e:!:!ress I~.c ~pceilic erni'!o~'CC: inml\'cment tr.at is imr-or::lm 10 (ons!der in nUl ability 
10 :lehicve full use: ac:c'?:lIlIce of the new s)·stcrn. 

Pica:.: 2ho co:ui'!cr :Illy co::'.mer:i!! :u:d'o: 000 ~Sl r-~Clk.' Ill:!: mi"h: ~r.dl: Ih. u::un's 
lC'Vlew. The rC\icw le= should also idenlji~ an)' rele\'ll:tl f~:lcrs ill 0' ..... cc=th'c ,mier. 
plan .. hleb would enha.,cc Iho: confidcr.ce '~ehind our ro:\'bcd em!. schedule !>.'le! 

pcrinrmanc. la:~::s for the ,uc:~t$till (('tllpl"'i"n "fllte ERA:l.1 pro~TO:n. 

PI~..ue pro\"ide w \\i:h }o:ar In'e.f::':e::.~ of the t!xelh:.: :!-~t h ::«Jcd to ::'~=O::lFl:sr. t.~is 
:~·:cw, bas~ on :h: rl~s.:rlr=~:'):1 p~~'id=:!:n this :e4;u:st~ 4.' \\~~! as:ny clartt1ca!ion ~l'U 
mig!:1 requ:~: frc:n th= t"'(l of us. 

Sir.eel.Jy. 

~4walL 
hr.m H Washington 
FAA :\~'l~sil:cn f..~~c;u:". 
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Appendix B 

Overview of Related ATC Deployments: 
FAA and International 

CAA TS Deployment Details 
and Lessons Learned* 

*Provided by NavCanada 
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Annotations: Overview of Related ATe Deployments: FAA & International 

Related ATC deployments, both FAA and international, provide useful information on the range of deployment 
experiences with similar systems. In particular, the FAA's URET and Ocean21 experience and, on the next chart, 
NAV CANADA's CAATS experience and Australia's TAAATS experience, indicate that systems that are used for 
ATe operations may require a longer time for multi-site deployment than those that provide more generic IT 
operations. 
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••• -,-
Overview of Related ATe Deployments· FAA • 

System Significance of Change Major Functions SLOC Count # of Sites IOCtoORD 

-First key site IOC June 

- Upgrade 
2009. No ORO to-date. 

- Replaces and modernizes existing Trajectory-based FDP*, new 
- Planned as 16 months 

ERAM 
systems. tracker·, Medium-Term Conflict 

total for IOCs, with each 

- Existing controller interface preserved to Detection. 
-lAM 20 site's ORO to follow its 

the extent possible, but many differences - Safety-critical system. 
IOC by an average of one 

required for changed functionality. 
month. 
-Replan currently in 
progress. 

-8 months from first IOC 

-Upgrade 
400K new to firstORD 

STARS 
- Replaces and modernizes existing system Radar Data Processing and Display 

development, 50 -After initial site IOC, 

- Existing controller interface largely -Safety-critical system. 
plus (as of Sept took 23 months from first 

preserved. 
900K re-use 2010) IOC to 20th ORO. 

(NOI) - 21 months from first IOC 
to 20th IOC 

After IOU tor URET/Core 
Capability Limited 

Medium-Term Conflict Detection* 
-Functional Enhancement, 425K new 

Deployment (CCLD), in 

URET -New controller interface to support new 
Can be used as electronic "strip 

development, 20 
Dec 200 I, took nearly 5 

functionality . 
replacement"* 

200K reused 
years to complete 

Not Safety-critical deployment (but with 
pauses due to limited 
funding) 

Oceanic Flight Data Processing, 
I year from first IOC to 

Ocean21 
Major change, replaces mostly manual Data Link*, Conflict Probe·, 

first ORD~ another 4 

operation. Eliminates paper flight strips· 
1.lM 3 months to second ORD~ 

-Safety-critical system 
another 5 months to 3n1 

site IOC 
* indicates new or modified functionali ty 
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Overview of Related ATe Deployments: International 

System Significance of Change Major Functions 
SLOC #of 

JOC to ORD 
Count Sites 

- Upgrade. S years from first 
- Replaces and modernizes existing operational use at first 
systems. 

Trajectory-based FDP*, 
site to commissioning at 

CAATS - Existing controller interface preserved last site. 
(Canada) to the extent possible, but many 

situation display. > 1M 7 

differences required for changed 
-Safety-critical system. (Milestones and details 

functional i ty. provided on the 
following slide) 

Current size 

TAAATS Major change. Allowed consolidating 
Trajectory-based FDP*, >IM. 

14 months from first 
(Australia) from 6 centers to 2. 

RDP, ADS*. Datalink* Size as first 2 
IOC to first ORD. 

Safety-critical system. deployed 
unknown 

.. indicates new or modified functionality 
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Overview of Related ATe Deployments: International 

CAA TS Deployment Milestones 

Initial Operational Operational Time 
Elapsed Time Capability/Operational Commissioning Before 

Centre 
Readiness Demonstration Start Date Commissioning to Commissioning 

Date (Months) 
(Months) 

May 2003 (High Level only) 

Moncton 
Oct 2003 (Low Level) 

June 2005 25 25 Low level suspended Nov 2004 
Low level resumed May 2005 

Gander Feb 2006 Feb 2006 1 1 
May 2006 

Winnipeg Suspended July 2006 Nov 2007 14 17 
Resumed Oct 2006 
April 2007 

Montreal Suspended April 2007 Oct 2008 11 18 
Resumed Nov 2007 
March 2008 

Toronto Suspended March 2008 Aug 2008 4 5 
Resumed April 2008 

Vancouver Oct 2008 May 2009 5 5 

Edmonton 
(Except northern Nov 2009 Dec 2009 1 1 
non-radar area) 

Average Approx 8.5 Approx 10 
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Overview of Related ATe Deployments: International 
CAATS Lessons Learned Summary (1 of 2) 

Provided by NAV CANADA July 2010 

The following is a brief summary outlining some of the strategies utilized during the CAATS implementation into the 
7 ACCs across Canada. 

High Level Strategy 
Outline a high level strategy with objectives that will allow for future justification for meeting key milestones and 
implementation dates. For example: the roll-out is primarily a Life Cycle replacement program to ensure the proper 
infrastructure is in place to introduce new functionality and replace aging equipment. Although new enhancements 
may be available right away it may mean stepping backwards in some areas to ensure a timely roll-out and have all 
facilities on the same platform as soon as possible. Other key points could be included once the scope, general 
timelines for roll-out and initial system capabilities are finalized. 

Simulation 
It is critical to properly simulate system functionality to the controller. This will allow buy-in, training & procedure 
verification and further defining/refining of requirements. Having the architecture of the "simulator" as realistic as 
possible will also allow for system performance and capacity verification. The investment in proper simulation is 
worth the cost as it can be used in future introductions of complex functionality after system roll-out. Further 
suggestions on simulator configuration can be made when final goals and required capabilities are finalized. 

Implementation Team 
It is very important to have the right people and staffing strategy not only for each site but as well as nationally. The 
proper selection of operational SMEs is critical to successful implementation. There are various strategies that can 
be selected based on many factors, such as demographics at each site. Discussions on ways to alleviate political 
and union pressures should also take place. 
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Overview of Related ATe Deployments: International 
CAATS Lessons Learned Summary (2 of 2) 

Sharing Knowledge 
Sharing of knowledge & experience in the preparation & participation in an ORD is a good way to ensure success 
and reduce time between deployments. SME's from sites that have completed ORD should travel to and assist 
future site SME's. The SME's from future sites should also participate in ORD's prior to their site coming online. 
This will allow for them to capitalize on lessons learned sooner rather then later. A list of key areas to focus on 
where this type of activity would be most beneficial should be created ahead of time. 

Communication 
The better the exchange of information at all levels and in all forms, the better the chances of success. A list of key 
areas to focus on for communication should be created. A plan or method to best facilitate these communications 
should be developed. A few examples of "the who" would be informing operations staff on the status of issues 
being identified as well as customers, unions and senior management. A few of "the how" are, issue tracking 
process, flow management plans and UMC's 

Adaptability 
There are several areas where a plan that has room for adaptability will improve the chances of success. For 
example: the capability to allow for hardware upgrades in support of increased functionality and performance issues 
will increase chances of staying in ORD or progressing to more complex sites. Another example would be the 
ability to establish or change milestone dates based on factors such as competing priorities or available personnel. 
Once the overall strategy and general roll-out plan are established, discussions on adaptability and flexibility can 
take place. 

ORO Dates 
An Operational Readiness Demonstration is conducted in the operational environment under very controlled 
conditions. Control measures may include extra staff, reduced traffic flow, on site head office support, etc. Alternate 
ORD strategies have been utilized based on the nature of the change being introduced. It should be noted that once 
the ORD commenced it remains in operational use right up to commissioning unless it indicates the ORO was 
suspended. 
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Appendix C 

Detailed Results of Waterfall Scenario Analysis 
in Support of 

Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 
Scenario 1. Standard Software/Minimal Rework Sequence; 

End Date - January 2013 

Sc:cnorio Analysis Koy 

T.me 01 Yoar Constraint I I 
IOC F~0L4;;! 

ORO ij i 
Pr .... and Post·IOC Interwve S,te I_I 

ActIvlt.es 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Scenario 1. Standard Software/Minimal Rework Sequence 

This shows the result of the first waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Standard Software/Minimal Rework sequence, 
which predicts a final ORO in January 2013. 

In this figure, a period of intensive site activities that are pre- and post-IOC are indicated by the blue bar for each site. 
IOC is identified by a gold box. ORO is identified by a light blue box. Time of year constraints for each site are identified by 
red bars on the line below the site activities (blue) line. 

In this waterfall scenario, the IOCs proceed at typically 2 per month following a 3 month gap after initial waterfall site ORO 
to take into account the severe weather season, as well as to address the time requirement for intensive site activities 
following the availability of the January 2011 software release for waterfall site operations. Due to time of year constraints 
a single IOC is planned in September 2011, July 2012, and September 2012, with an additional 1 month gap preceding the 
September 2012 IOC. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 
Scenario 2. Standard to Complex 3-Wave Site Sequence 

(3 month risk gaps between waves); End Date - August 2014 
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GiL , .. ~ 
Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Scenario 2. Standard to Complex 3-Wave Site Sequence 

This shows the result of the second waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Standard to Complex site (with Risk Mitigation 
gaps) sequence, which predicts a final risk-adjusted ORD in August 2014. 

In this figure, a period of intensive site activities that are pre- and post-IOC are indicated by the blue bar for each site. 
IOC is identified by a gold box. ORD is identified by a light blue box. Time of year constraints for each site are identified by 
red bars on the line below the site activities (blue) line. 

In this waterfall scenario, the IOCs proceed at typically 2 per month following a 3 month gap after initial waterfall site ORO 
to take into account the severe weather season, as well as to address the time requirement for intensive site activities 
following the availability of the January 2011 software release for waterfall site operations. After the first wave of 8 sites, 
there is a 3 month risk gap from April 12 to June 12, followed by 2 months of severe weather time of year constraints. The 
second wave IOCs (for the moderately complex sites) occur between September 2012 and February 2013, followed by 
another 3 month risk gap. The final wave of sites, the most complex, have IOCs between June 2013 and January 2014. 
With a final 3 month risk gap, the final risk adjusted ORO is in August 2014. 
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Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 
Scenario 3. Each Site Unique Sequence 

End Date - March 2016 
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Annotations: Evaluation of FAA's Corrective Action Plan 

Scenario 3. Each Site Unique Sequence 

This shows the result of the third waterfall scenario in this analysis, the Each Site Unique Sequence, which predicts a final 
ORO in March 2016. 

In this figure, a period of intensive site activities that are pre- and post-IOC are indicated by the blue bar for each site. 
IOC is identified by a gold box. ORO is identified by a light blue box. Time of year constraints for each site are identified by 
red bars on the line below the site activities (blue) line. 

In this waterfall scenario, the IOCs typically proceed one every 3 months, although there are 3 IOCs that occur 4 months 
after the preceding, and one that occurs 5 months after the preceding, all due to time of year constraints. These intervals 
would accommodate a site-unique software release for each site. The final ORO is in March 2016. 
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Comparison of 
Acquisition Management Best Practices 

to ERAM Current Practices 
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Comparison of Acquisition Management Best Practices 
. ::.-::::::=:~:..~'. ~.- ompare 0 urren rac Ices (1 of 2) C d t ERAM C t P f 

Acquisition Best Practice ERAM Current Practices Recommendations for FAA 

• Focus on delivering capabilities 
incrementally, and adhering to a firm • Definitize a CUN prior to initiating any 
schedule and the agreed-upon costs. • Performance is initiated on a contract 

· Ensure the Program Office and CLI N prior to definitizing scope of 
work or obligating funds; establish 

contractors understand which work and cost ceiling. 
agreed upon deliverables, 

deliverables/outcomes will be met, 
performance outcomes, schedule, 

when they will be met, and the 
and costs. 

agreed-upon costs. 

• CPIF CUNS incentivize under-
• Anticipate and resist the contractor's running contract costs. 

Structure CPIF CLINS to tie incentive • 
attempts to grow the contract's scope • CPIF award amounts are not 
and costs. The contractor's business determined until the end of the CUN 

payments to pre-determined cost, 

objectives are served by selling period-of-performance (2 -3 years). 
schedule, and/or performance goals 

engineering hours and focusing on • Scope and cost ceiling on CUNS are 
that are evaluated at regular intervals 

areas that will maximize incentives. frequently modified to accommodate 
(e.g. quarterly). 

unanticipated changes. 

• Integrate the cost analysis discipline 
with the budgeting process. 

• Establish a Program Office Estimate 
• The program does not maintain a and track cost performance against 

Maintain cost estimates, updating 
Program Office Estimate; projected the cost estimate and the contractor's 

• 
them as the program matures. 

out-year costs have not been proposed costs. 
estimated to ensure they align with • Perform cost benefit and sensitivity 

• Perform cost benefit and sensitivity 
required budget appropriations. analyses, with a focus on cost, 

analyses at regular intervals. • Cost benefit and/or sensitivity schedule, and technical risks. 
analyses are not conducted by the • Ensure cost estimates are prepared 
Program Office. and updated for all open risks, 

including both joint and FAA Internal 
Risks. 
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Annotations: Comparison of Acquisition Management Best 
Practices Compared to ERAM Current Practices (1 of 2) 

The purpose of this chart is to provide an overview of some current acquisition-related best practices in comparison with current ERAM practices. The 
last column provides recommendations the FAA can implement for the ERAM program, and other current or future FAA acquisitions. 

IT acquisitions, in particular. should focus on delivering capabilities in an incremental fashion; however, each increment should adhere to firm cost. 
schedule, and performance parameters. The Government and the Contractor need to have a clear understanding of the end-product deliverable or 
outcome that is expected, when it will be delivered or met, and the agreed-upon costs to achieve this goal or outcome. In the case of ERAM, performance 
is sometimes initiated on a CUN (for example. CUN 7100) prior to reaching finalization on the agreed upon scope. cost. schedule. and deliverables. Prior 
to initiating any work and obligating any funds on a CUN, the FAA should in the future. ensure that these essential contract elements are negotiated and 
finalized via a signed bi-Iateral contract modification. This practice strengthens the negotiating power of the Government. ensures that all parties share a 
common goal and understanding of the process to achieve this goal, and helps prevent early cost over-runs and schedule delays. 

The Contractor, in most cases. is served by increasing the scope of the effort. They will focus on efforts that will directly maximize incentives. sometimes 
to the detriment of the contract. For example, ERAM currently has CPIF CUNS that incentivize the Contractor to keep costs below a specified target cost 
for development work. This CUN was intended to minimize cost over-runs; however. the CUN rewards the Contractor a higher fee for under-running 
contract costs. In this example, the Contractor could utilize cost-cutting techniques that could harm performance but maximize profits, such as by hiring 
junior-level personnel or delaying the schedule. Furthermore. the CPIF award amounts are not determined until the end of the CUN period-of
performance. which in most cases, is 2 or 3 years. This is too long of a period to truly offer a current and continuous incentive to the Contractor. Lastly, 
the scope and cost ceiling on the CUNS are frequently modified to accommodate unanticipated changes on the ERAM contract. The FAA needs to be 
vigilant about thorough negotiations at CUN award to lock-down the scope of work and cost. as well as continuously monitor contract performance to 
ensure the Contractor is not growing the effort for its gain. In the future, the FAA should structure the CPIF CUNS so that they are tied to pre-determined 
cost. schedule. and performance goals that are evaluated at regular intervals (or example quarterly or bi-annually) to offer a continuous incentive for the 
Contractor. and tie incentive fee payouts to the diverse set of factor that relate to program success. 

Maintaining cost estimates and updating them as the program matures is another acquisition best practice. A Program Manager must have a cost 
estimate, reflective of the current program baseline, to establish realistic future funding needs. The estimate should be prepared against cost elements in 
a work breakdown structure and at a level of detail to provide adequate cost visibility to support cost benefit and sensitivity analyses. ERAM has not had 
a POE since contract award. It is recommended that ERAM integrate cost analysis with their budgeting process. A POE should be prepared for the work 
remaining on the F&E program. It should include a documented basis of estimate that clearly articulates the ground rules. assumptions. specific inputs. 
estimating methodologies, cost calculations. and data sources. Additionally, cost benefit and sensitivity analyses should be conducted, particularly 
focusing on the cost, schedule and/or technical risks of the program. Cost estimates should also be prepared and updated for all open risks. including 
both Joint and FAA Internal Risks. 
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Comparison of Acquisition Management Best Practices 
Compared to ERAM Current Practices (2 of 2) 

Acquisition Best Practice ERAM Current Practices Lesson Learnedl 
Recommendations for FAA 

-Ensure that work packages for EVM 
-Evaluate work packages with 

have meaningful objective 
emphasis on assessing how value was 

indicators/milestones to minimize the 
subjectivity of the in-process work for 

-Detailed EVM practices have not been earned, to determine if EVM data could 
evaluated. have provided more insightful metrics 

cost and schedule evaluation and have 
exit criteria based on technical 

to track cost and schedule 
performance. 

achievement 

-Cost sharing with other programs 
makes budget management difficult 
since the share ratios are dependent 

-Manage to a defined spending plan for 
on the activities of all programs 

-Devise a budgeting approach that 
involved. 

achieving obligation and expenditure 
-Tracking of actual costs by program is 

increases each program's ability to 
rates. complex. 

manage their program's funding needs. 

-Budget projections are uncertain 
because of the potential variability in 
the cost share ratios. 
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Annotations: Comparison of Acquisition Management Best 
Practices Compared to ERAM Current Practices (2 of 2) 

The purpose of EVM is to provide early and accurate identification of trends and problems. EVM provides the status of the contract - from 
a cost and schedule perspective -and serves as the basis for course correction. However, the "accuracy" of reported cost and schedule 
performance is dependent on the methods the contractor uses to "earn value." Therefore, the utility of EVM data and the associated 
performance metrics, such as the cost performance index and schedule performance index, requires work packages for EVM to have 
meaningful objective indicators/milestones to minimize the subjectivity of the in-process work and have exit criteria based on technical 
achievement. Although the IAT has not evaluated the EVM practices on ERAM, it is recommended that an independent assessment of the 
work packages be conducted to identify whether they were created in ways that maximize insight into contract status. 

A program must have a solid command of its planning and budgeting process to manage the program's internal and external resources. 
However, ERAM's current cost sharing structure with other programs makes budget management extremely difficult. Budget projections 
for ERAM and all sources of external funds are uncertain because of the potential variability in the cost sharing ratios. Share ratios are 
dependent on the activities of all programs involved; thus planned ratios are subject to change based on actual cost experience. The cost 
allocations for some control accounts to the sources of external funds are likely subjective. The tracking of actual costs by program to 
validate appropriate share ratios can be complex. The IAT recommends that the FAA devise a budgeting approach that increases each 
program's ability to manage their program's funding needs. 
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Source Information for Conducting 
Independent Assessment 
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Source: Observations 

ERAM Program Office Meetings 
1. ERAM FIP PR Scrub Meeting 
2. ERAM Internal Pre-PRB Meeting 
3. ERAM Managers Staff Meeting 
4. LMC Team Huddle Telecon 
5. ERAM TWG Telecon 
6. Weekly NOL Summary Telecon 
7. Internal PR Escalation Meeting (ERAM Program Office PR Meeting) 
8. ERAM Key Site Telecon 
9. ERAM FAA Only Staff Meeting 
10. ERAM-SWIM Working Group Meeting 
11. ERAM CR Screening 
12. ERAM Deployment Critical Threat Review 
13. ERAM Internal Risk Meeting 
14. ERAM Joint Risk Meeting 
15. ERAM PRB Meeting 
16. ERAM PR Meeting 
17. Joint ZLC/ZSE PR Status Meeting 
18. ERAM Terminal PR Escalation Meeting 
19. Program Operations Staff Meeting 
20. ERAM ZMP PR Escalation/Scrub Meeting 
21. FAA Release 2 Backlog PR Approval Meeting 

Operational Evaluations at WJHTC 
06/15/2010 

06/16/2010 

06/17/2010 
06/18/2010 

Operational Runs at Key Site: ZLC 
06/25/2010- 06/26/2010 
08/16/2010 - 08/19/2010 
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Source: Structured Interviews - June 2010 

06/09 
06/11 

06/16 

06/17 

06/21 

06/22 

06/23-26 

06/25 

06/25 

06/29 

FAA Program Office Key Personnel 
Discussion with Robert Hanes 

Meeting with Chris Metts, Western Service Area Director 

Program Review with Lockheed Martin 
Interview with Robert Hanes, Kevin Young, and Steve Skipper (AJE) 

Interview with Rob Williams (AJE) 

ZLC Site Visit 
Interview with Steve Skipper (AJE) 

Interview with Robert Hanes (AJE) 
Interview with Steve Anderson (AJE) 
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07101 
07106 
07107 
07108-09 
07/13 

07/14 
07/19 
07/20 

07/26 
07/29 

ERAM Program Independent Assessment - Final Report 

Source: Structured Interviews - July 2010 

Interview with Jeffrey O'Leary (AJE) 
Interview at Lockheed Martin, with LM Software team representatives at Rockville, MD 
Interview with Dan Watts (AJE) 

Interview with Kevin Young and Steve Skipper (AJE) 
ZSE Site visit 

Interview and Briefings with WJHTC Test Teams (AJP, AJE): 
• Dan McGovern (AJE) - Acting Second Level Support (SLS) Manager 
• Olethia Lawson-Brown (AJP) - Test Team Manager for En Route and Oceanic 
• Debby Fleisher - Shaffer (AJP)- (former) ERAM Test Lead 
• Lisa Cotterell (AJP) - (former) ERAM Operational Test (OT) Lead 
• Jennifer Duffy (AJE) - SLS Test Conduct Manager 
• J.D. Hunt (AJE) - SLS for ERAM (Liaison to Field Automation Support Team (FAST» 
• Steve Reynolds (AJE) - SLS Manager for Field Operations 
• Mike Greco (AJP) - Test and Evaluation Service Group Manager 
• Greg Burke (AJE) - Acting ERAM Program Manager 

Interview with Carla Weaver (AJE) 
Interview with Steve Skipper (FAA) 
Telecon with NAV CANADA: 

• Sid Koslow, VP and Chief Technology Officer 
• Rudy Kellar, VP Operations 
• Kim Troutman, VP Engineering 
• Larry Lachance, AVP Ops 
• Bill Crawley, Director Operational Systems Requirements 
• Steve Williams, Manager CAA TS Engineering 
• Note: Follow-up information and lessons leamed provided by Bill Crawley via email 23 July 2010 

"Fact" verification with LM software development team 
Presentation of Findings to FAA (Greg Burke, Henry Gonzalez, Program Office Managers) 
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08/02 
08/02 
08/05 

08/06 
08/09 
08/11 
08/18 
08/19 

08/20 
08/25 

08/25 
08/26 
08/26 
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Source: Structured Interviews - August 2010 

Presentation of Findings to FAA (Greg Burke, ERAM Program Office Managers) 
Interview with Gordon Shaffer (FAA) 
Verification of findings with FAA: 

• Dan McGovern (AJE) 
• Steve Reynolds (AJE) 
• Olethia Lawson-Brown (AJP) 
• Lisa Cotterell (AJP) 
• Jennifer Duffy (AJE) 
• J.D. Hunt (AJE) 
• Gayle Jones (AJE) 

Interview with Dan Watts (FAA) 
Interview with Robin Badge (FAA) 
Interview with Gordon Shaffer (FAA) 
Interview with Gordon Shaffer (FAA) 
Interview and Briefing with Independent Operational Test and Evaluation (lOT&E) Office: 

• Mark DeNicuolo, Manager, IOT&E 
• Rose Merchant-Bennett, IOT&E Program Manager for ERAM 
• Angela Lewis, Assistant IOT&E Program Manager for ERAM 

Interview with Steve Skipper (FAA) 
Interview with ZLA, John Downie, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with Rob Williams (FAA) 
Interview with ZOA, Reed Siaden, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZDV, Jeff Calpaldi, POFM, with several other site representatives 
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09/01 

09/02 

09/02 

09/02 

09/03 

09/03 

09/07 

09/07 

09/07 
09/07 

09/08 
09/08 

09/08 

09/08 
09/09 

09/09 

09/09 
09/09 
09/13 

09/17 
09/17 
09/22 
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Source: Structured Interviews - September 2010 

Interview with ZMP: Sonny Fletcher, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZAU: Joe Mionoskowski, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZHU: Pat Martin, POFM, with several other site representatives 

Interview with ZME: Tim Allen, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with the ERAM Quality Reliability Officer: Cedric Evans (AJA) 
Interview with ZOB: James May, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZKC: Dave Dover, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZFW: Dave Rogers, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZNY: Jim Pellechi, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with Greg Burke, Dan Watts, Kevin Young, Steve Skipper (AJE) 
Interview with ZDC: Phil Kain, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZID: Bob Mount, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZAB: Randy Warwick, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Follow-up discussion with LM software development team regarding stability 
Interview with ZJX: Denise Oravits, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZMA: John Sensback, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZBW: Dutch Driend, POFM, with several other site representatives 
Interview with ZTL: Harvey Reeves, Acting POFM, with several other site representatives 
Teleconference with the In Service Decision Executive Secretariat: Elizabeth Turcich (AJS) 
Interview with Tracey Madonna and Bob Orlosky 
Interview with Diane Bodenhamer 
Interview with Maureen Molz (AJP), Manager, Verification and Validation Strategies and Practices Team 
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Source: Key Program Documentation (1 of 2) 

1. FAA ERAM AIMS tickets 
2. ERAM Exit Briefing, build EABOOOX, [05/20/2010] 
3. FAA ERAM Exit Briefing, EABOOOY9 [07/01/2010] 
4. Review of Lockheed Martin internal process documents 
5. Air Traffic SIG Descriptions, EABOOOY9 
6. Lockheed Martin Program Management Review Briefing FindlFix Chart [07116/2010] 
7. Lockheed Martin ERAM PR History Access Data Base [08/23/2010] 
8. FAA ERAM Exit Briefing, EABOOOZD [08/26/2010] 
9. Functional Description Briefing, EABOOOY9 
10. Lockheed Martin Test Briefings [I&T TIM, July 22,2005]] 
11. Lockheed Martin Program Management Review Briefings [2007-2009] 
12. Lockheed Martin System Test Report(s) [CDRL 0003, Volume IV, December 18,2007] 
13. FAA Acquisition Management System (AMS) Guidelines (FAA Acquisition System Toolset (FAST» [http://fast.faa.govl) 
14. FAA Operational Test Plan [January 5,2007] 
15. FAA Operational Test Quick Look [April 9, 2008, June 6,2008, August 15, 2008] and Final Report [May 29,2009] 
16. FAA CD provided by OT lead containing OT participant and scenario information [July 16, 2010] 
17. FAA IOT&E Technical Level Process [October 21, 2009] 
18. FAA IOT&E Plan for ERAM [June 20, 2009] 
19. FAA IOT&E Procedures for ERAM [April 20, 2009] 
20. IOT&E Status Papers 
21. Air Services Australia Information: 

a. http://www.atc-network.com/News/32195/Airservices-Australia-and-Thales-deliver-major-Air-Traffic-Management
enhancements [12128/2009] 

b. http://www.aph.gov.au/library/pubs/chron/2000-01/01chr02.htm [06126/2001] 
c. http://www.asasLorg/papers/taaats.pdf [0611999] 
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Source: Key Program Documentation (2 of 2) 

22. Lockheed Martin Standard Process: Configuration Management. Standard Process Number: ATM-F1 0 [09/18/2002] 
23. Lockheed Martin Sub-Process: Configuration and Change Control. Sub-Process Number: ATM-F10-S004 [09/18/2002] 
24. Lockheed Martin Sub-Process: Developed Software Configuration Management. Sub-Process Number: ATM-F10-S007 

[06/28/2002] 
25. Lockheed Martin Standard Sub-Process: Configuration Management Audits. Sub-Process Number: ATM-F20-S011 [06/28/2002] 
26. Lockheed Martin Standard Sub-Process: Product Control. Sub-Process Number: ATM-F20-S009 [08/28/2002] 
27. Lockheed Martin Standard Process: Problem Management. Standard Process Number: ATM-F20 [01130/2003] 
28. Lockheed Martin Standard Sub-Process: Program Risk and Opportunity Management: ATM-B20 [08/13/2001] 
29. FAA ERAM Contract Monthly Cost/Schedule Variance Report [0412010] 
30. FAA ERAM RPD Section 5.1 Additional Information on NPHO. Contractor Transition [Date Received 71712010] 
31. FAA FY 2012 Resource Planning Document. En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) [Date Received 8/3/2010] 
32. FAA Funding Analysis spreadsheet (rev15) [Date Received 717/2010] 
33. ERAM Release 2 Extra Bandwidth Proposal [06/18/2010] 
34. Risk Update for Transitional SE/I&T Support [05/12/2010] 
35. Cost Performance Report (CPR) En Route Automation Modernization [01/2006-7/2010] 
36. Program Management Plan (PMP) En Route Automation Modernization [07/31/2009. 1212212006] 
37. ERAM Part 1 Section B. SupplieslServices and Price/Cost. Contract Modification No. 0086 
38. ERAM Status Briefing presented to Mr. Randy Babbitt. Administrator [05/25/2010] 
39. FAA ERAM Risk Management (Current Internal Risks) [08/10/2010] 
40. FAA ERAM Risk Management (Retired Risks) 
41. Lockheed Martin ERAM Risk Management Plan 
42. En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) MITRE Review [06/2010] 
43. En Route Automation Modernization (ERAM) Program Management Review [05/26/2010,07/28/2010,08/25/2010] 
44. ERAM JOINT RISKS [2006-07/2010] 
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Appendix F 

Glossary 
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&.,.~=. Glossary (1 of4) 

ADS-B Automatic Dependent Surveillance - Broadcast 
AIMS Automation Issues Management System 
AJE Air Traffic Organization En Route and Oceanic Service 
AJP Air Traffic Organization Operations Planning Services 
AJS Air Traffic Organization Safety Services 
AMS Acquisition Management System 
APB Acquisition Program Baseline 
ARTCC Air Route Traffic Control Center 
ARTS Automated Radar Terminal System 
AT Air Traffic 
ATC Air Traffic Control 
ATM Air Traffic Management 

CAASD Center for Advanced Aviation System Development 
CAATS Canadian Automated Air Traffic System 
CAP Corrective Action Plan 
Cat Category 
CClD Core Capability Limited Deployment 
CDRl Contract Data Requirements List 
CUN Contract Line Item Number 
CM Configuration Management 
CMMI Capability Maturity Model Integration 
CNS Communication, Navigation, Surveillance 
COM Cost of Money 
CONUS Continental United States 
COTS Commercial Off-the-Shelf 
CPIF Cost-Plus-Incentive-Fee 
CPR Cost Performance Report 
CR Change Request 
CSCI Computer Software Configuration Item 

DF Detailed Finding 
Dil Day in the Life 
DoD Department of Defense 
DR Discrepancy Report 
DSP Departure Spacing Program 
DT Developmental Test 
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EADP 
EBUS 
ERAM 
EVM 

F&E 
FAA 
FAST 
FAT 
FIP 

G&A 
GA 

HQ 

1&1 
I&T 
IAT 
ICAO 
IDU 
IOC 
IOT&E 
IOTRD 
ISD 

LL 
LM 
LMC 

MFL 
MIT 
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Glossary (2 of 4) 

ERAM Adaptation Data Processing 
Enhanced Back-Up Surveillance 
En Route Automation Modernization 
Earned Value Management 

Facilities and Equipment 
Federal Aviation Administration 
Field Automation Support Team 
Factory Acceptance Test 
Finding Issues and Problems 

General and Administration 
Government Acceptance 

Headquarters 

Installation and Integration 
Integration and Test 
Independent Assessment Team 
International Civil Aviation Organization 
Initial Daily Use 
Initial Operational Capability 
Independent Operational Test & Evaluation 
Independent Operational Test & Evaluation Readiness Declaration 
In-Service Decision 

Lincoln Laboratory 
Lockheed Martin 
Lockheed Martin Corporation 

Must-Fix-List 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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NAS 
NATCA 
NextGen 
NOL 
NORDO 

Op Eval 
Ops 
ORD 
OT 
OT&E 

PASS 
PBN 
PMP 
PMR 
POE 
POFM 
PR 
PRB 
PRED 

QRO 

ROM 

SMJ 
SAR 
SIG 
SIME 
SLOC 
SLS 
SME 
SSM 
STARS 
SWIM 

Glossary (3 of 4) 

National Airspace System 
National Air Traffic Controllers' Association 
Next Generation Air Transportation System 
National Operations List 
No Radio 

Operational Evaluation 
Operations 
Operational Readiness Demonstration 
Operational Test 
Operational Test and Evaluation 

Professional Aviation Safety Specialists 
Performance Based Navigation 
Program Management Plan 
Program Management Review 
Program Office Estimate 
Program Office Field Manager 
Problem Report 
Problem Review Board 
Problem Report - Engineering Direction 

Quality Reliability Officer 

Rough Order of Magnitude 

Software 
System AnalysiS Recording 
System Issues Group 
Simulation Engine 
Source Line of Code 
Second Level Support 
Subject Matter Expert 
System Support Modification 
Standard Terminal Automation Replacement System 
System-Wide Information Management 
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TAAATS 
TFM 
TGF 
TIM 
TRACON 
TTL 
TWG 

u.s. 
UMC 
URET 

WJHTC 

ZAU 
ZBW 
ZLC 
ZMP 
ZNY 
ZSE 

Glossary (4 of 4) 

The Australian Advanced Air Traffic System 
Traffic Flow Management 
Target Generation Facility 
Technical Interchange Meeting 
Terminal Radar Approach Control 
Test and Training Laboratory 
Test Working Group 

United States 
Union Management Consultations 
User Request Evaluation Tool 

William J. Hughes Technical Center 

Chicago ARTCC 
Boston ARTCC 
Salt Lake City ARTCC 
Minneapolis ARTCC 
New York ARTCC 
Seattle ARTCC 
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